LOCAL STUDENTS MAKE HONOR ROLL AT OREGON STATE

By Oregon State University News, 541-737-4611, Oregonstateuniversitynews@oregonstate.edu

CORVALLIS - Names of students who have made the Scholastic Honor Roll Spring term have been announced by Oregon State University.

A total of 1,245 students earned straight-A (4.0). Another 4,086 earned a B-plus (3.5) or better to make the listing. To be on the Honor Roll, students must carry at least 12 graded hours of course work.

Students on the Honor Roll included:

BAKER

Baker City

Straight-A Average: Collin Hessel, Junior, Natural Resources; Samantha Searles, Senior, Psychology.

3.5 or Better: Brynne Berner, Senior, Biology; Ryan K. Cashen, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Danielle Pierce, Junior, German; Zachary S. Searles, Senior, Digital Communication Arts.

Halfway

3.5 or Better: Carlie D. Powell, Junior, Pre-Communication.

BENTON

Adair Village

3.5 or Better: Justin R. Noble, Senior, Forestry; Brian S. Oh, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Corvallis

Straight-A Average: Graham M. Barber, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Danielle P. Barrett, Junior, Kinesiology; Johnny L. Beaver, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Alyssa L. Becker, Senior, Microbiology; Jay L. Bickell, Junior, Microbiology.

Karisa C. Boyce, Senior, Anthropology; Jackson H. Brenner-Smith, Senior, Philosophy; Aurora O. Brownsanders, Senior, Kinesiology; Cody D. Campbell, Senior, English; Clancy P. Caster, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Lucas B. Clayton, Senior, Kinesiology; Hailey E. Cowden, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design; Kristin N. Drahn, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ranya Guennoun, Sophomore, Microbiology; Michael B. Hunter, Senior, Mathematics.

Victoria E. Jansen, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Joseph Y. Kim, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Matthew A. Koski, Senior, Merchandising Management; Travis O. Larson, Senior, Civil Engineering; Alison M. Latham-Ocampo, Senior, Liberal Studies.

Jaime M. Law, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Dylan Lee, Post Baccalaureate, Biology; Jasper W. Limon, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Lisa Lin, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Aidan Linsteadt, Senior, Kinesiology.

Hannah C. Lorenzen, Senior, Kinesiology; Ammara Molvi, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Hamza Molvi, Senior, Psychology; Albert R. Morgan, Senior, Computer Science; Caroline M. Moses, Senior, Applied Visual Arts.
Bilal M. Nohad, Senior, Bioengineering; Holly Omoto, Junior, Animal Sciences; Marissa I. Passey, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Erin A. Peters, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alyssa L. Powell, Post Baccalaureate, Education.

Tyler M. Read, Senior, Psychology; Jordan K. Rice, Sophomore, Biology; Brinn A. Rich, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Rachel N. Richardson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Rebekah J. Richardson, Sophomore, Music.

Krystina D. San Giovanni, Senior, Music; Annalise San Juan, Junior, English; Nolan B. Sekermestrovich, Senior, Management; Bradley W. Shepard, Junior, Pre-Communication; Lewis H. Shotton, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Zbigniew A. Sikora, Senior, Microbiology; Katey H. Simmons, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Benamin A. Appleby, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Theodore J. Baglien, Senior, Horticulture.

Brittnay P. Bair, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Nicole F. Barrett, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Andrew G. Barton, Freshman, Philosophy; Taylor A. Bates, Junior, Botany; Michael J. Beaser, Senior, History.

Sarah K. Beattie, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Lillian I. Beck, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Elyss J. Bennett, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Toni-Lynn Beneo, Senior, History; Brent A. Binning, Sophomore, Sociology.

Levi Bird, Sophomore, Horticulture; Justin K. Bolger, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ashley D. Boyes, Senior, Management; Theodore Brainerd, Freshman, Philosophy; Samantha M. Brandstetter, Junior, Psychology.

Alexandra K. Budlong, Senior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Molly R. Buermeyer, Senior, Kinesiology; Alvin Chang, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Jessica L. Chaplen, Junior, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Jessica J. Chen, Senior, Kinesiology.

Lauren Y. Chen, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biol; Dave Cho, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology; Hwangsino Cho, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Rachel A. Cihak, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Andrew Collins, Senior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Madeline M. Corbin, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Joanna K. Danias-Talesky, Senior, Anthropology; Alex J. DeMaris, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Simon Dudenhoefer, Junior, Earth Sciences; Kayla M. Duffey, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Jennifer B. Duffy, Senior, Management; Mohamed H. Eldebi, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Laura N. Ely, Junior, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Justine E. Feist, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Tobias Felbeck, Senior, Pre-Forestry.

Courtney R. Fisher, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Sean A. Gargan, Junior, Biology; Connor M. Garrett, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Gabriela L. Garza, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering; Dominic M. Giacoppe, Senior, Computer Science.

Tyler W. Gibbs, Senior, German; Jeremiah D. Godby, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Natalie M. Gonzales, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Thomas G. Green, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; James L. Griffin, Junior, Graphic Design.

Cody A. Gustafson, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Corey S. Habiger, Senior, Psychology; Kolby J. Hamacher, Junior, Natural Resources; Leah A. Hanen, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Cassie L. Hayes, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health.
Julia K. Heaston, Senior, Horticulture; Michael J. Hemsley, Senior, Political Science; Daniel N. Hendrix, Freshman, Pre-Business; Peter B. Hong, Senior, Biology; Logan M. Howell, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Liping Hu, Junior, Public Health; Blake D. Hull-Pitcher, Senior, Forest Engineering; Ian R. Humphreys, Senior, Microbiology; Nicholas Ingalls, Senior, Mathematics; Angelica N. Ingeman, Senior, Applied Visual Arts.

Michelle T. Jayawickrama, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Petar Jeknic, Freshman, Philosophy; Kaylin C. Jenkins-Rathbun, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jeremy C. Jennings, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Rachel K. Johnson, Senior, Liberal Studies.

Eric R. Kamke, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Noah M. Kanzig, Junior, Forestry; Austin C. Kearns, Senior, Bioengineering; Patrick R. Kearns, Senior, English; Hunter E. Keller, Junior, Applied Visual Arts.

Ryan A. Khalife, Senior, Political Science; Andrey Kornilovich, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Joshua P. Krivoshein, Senior, Kinesiology; Rebecca Kuensting, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Damian L. Kulp, Senior, Computer Science.

Gabriel T. Kulp, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Jamie A. Lach, Junior, Animal Sciences; Noah J. Lee, Sophomore, Economics; Nicole O. Leroux, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; James M. Lewis, Senior, Economics.

Tyger J. Liner, Senior, Marketing; Kacey R. Little, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Kaitlin R. Littleford, Post Baccalaureate, Civil Engineering; Danika F. Locye, Senior, Music; Lin Lu, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering.

Tymothy K. Mangan, Senior, Physics; Margaret Mantle, Junior, Religious Studies; Nicole M. Marr, Sophomore, Psychology; Brendan L. Marvin, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Joshua R. McCallum, Senior, Food Science and Technology.

Lucas McEldowney, Senior, Psychology; Claire M. McMorris, Senior, Political Science; Gwyneth K. McMorris, Junior, Speech Communication; Taylor J. Megy, Senior, Economics; Andrew P. Miller, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Kyle Milliken, Senior, Marketing; Tristan R. Mitchell, Junior, Biology; Andrea R. Mitev, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Annie M. Mitev, Senior, Graphic Design; Alana A. Moore, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Claire M. Moore, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Miriam E. Morrissette, Senior, English; Joseph S. Nelson, Senior, Forestry; Osten P. Nelson, Senior, Economics; Aaron D. Newton, Post Baccalaureate, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Ana Maria Nunez Guzman, Junior, Spanish; Dassi C. Owens, Senior, Marketing; Adair B. Passey, Sophomore, Psychology; Rorie L. Pealer, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Giana R. Pearson, Junior, Pre-Business.

John J. Pearson, Senior, Psychology; Wyndser Peterson, Sophomore, Biology; Jasen E. Phillips, Junior, Sociology; Abigail K. Pittman, Sophomore, Applied Visual Arts; Declan X. Pizzino, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Thomas T. Powell, Senior, Kinesiology; Risha Prasad, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Eric K. Qian, Senior, Chemistry; Yunyao Qu, Non-Degree Graduat, Non-Degree Graduate; Bryce D. Rasmussen, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Benjamin Rodgers, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Ariel S. Rosen, Senior, Speech Communication; Tanner J. Sanders, Junior, Pre-Communication; Bergen K. Sather, Senior, Biology; Caleb D. Schuh, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Maysa F. Shakibnia-Shirazi, Senior, Public Health; Lily M. Shellhammer, Senior, Computer Science; Kelsey A. Shelton, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Gabriel Q. Shields, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Belinda C. Sisson, Sophomore, Music.

Steven R. Taylor, Senior, Marketing; Ryan J. Thackeray, Senior, Business Information Systems; Tasman D. Thenell, Senior, Computer Science; Koa A. Tom, Post Baccalaureate, Applied Visual Arts; Bao Q. Truong, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Brandon M. Urey, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Astraea B. Vanderlinden, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Gabrielle M. VanDevelde, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Divya Vasudevan, Sophomore, Pre-Business Information Sys; Leif R. Vong, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Dania M. Wanly, Senior, Public Health; Eli M. West, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Audrey L. Whittemore, Senior, Business Information Systems; Robert J. Wiedenfeld, Senior, Anthropology; Marcus L. Winans, Sophomore, History.

Christopher A. Wohlwend, Junior, Computer Science; Andrew P. Woods, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jasmin S. Yang, Junior, Food Science and Technology; Kaiwen Yang, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Soo-Min Yoo, Senior, Computer Science.

Zackery J. Zalesky, Freshman, Pre-Business; Chenyu Zhou, Junior, Finance; Zachary N. Zimmers, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering.

Philomath

Straight-A Average: Zoe M. Clegg, Sophomore, Applied Visual Arts; Eleanor J. Daniels, Senior, Liberal Studies; Aaron J. Goschie, Senior, Physics; John T. Hanson, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Sierra D. Payne, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Anna R. Petersen, Senior, Forestry; Trevor N. Sartnurak, Junior, Pre-Forest/Civil Engineering; Mikayla K. Stark, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Caelin C. Alba, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Brian R. Blythe, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Dallas M. Caples, Senior, Music; Paige A. Celorie, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering; Kellie D. Cleaver, Senior, Psychology.

Stephen A. Coskey, Senior, Forestry; Casey E. Cruse, Senior, Biology; Kelly M. Currans, Senior, Renewable Materials; Benjamin E. Folgate, Post Baccalaureate, Construction Engineering Mgt; Kallie D. Hagel, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

Philip S. Harman, Junior, Industrial Engineering; Megan L. Kilgore, Sophomore, Sociology; Colleen J. Kutzler, Junior, Animal Sciences; Abigail J. Larson, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; James A. Lehman, Sophomore, Political Science.

Madeline C. Lehman, Junior, Psychology; Alexis N. Lillis, Freshman, Pre-Forest Engineering; Daniel March, Senior, Civil Engineering; Brenna R. Marshall, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Abbey K. Martin, Senior, Business Administration.

Adrianna J. Moreno, Senior, Economics; Sydney Seim, Junior, Animal Sciences; Wade K. Townley, Senior, Bioengineering; Caleb W. Trammell, Senior, Microbiology; William O. Warnock, Junior, Agricultural Business Management.

Brooke M. Wendland, Junior, Psychology; Calvin C. Winney, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

CLACKAMAS

Beavercreek

Straight-A Average: Alan M. Goering, Junior, Biology; Nathan D. Rynders, Senior, Biology; Daniel G. Stoddard, Junior, Pre-Industrial Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Natasha L. Troxler, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering.

Boring
Straight-A Average: Ashleigh M. Moss, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Richard P. Cotter, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Kadi J. Johnson, Junior, Biology; Cassandra J. Rohrberg, Junior, Recreation Resource Management.

Brightwood

3.5 or Better: Lily M. Dann, Junior, Biology; Taylor R. Kopecky, Junior, Kinesiology; Moriah M. Shay, Senior, Management.

Canby

Straight-A Average: Daemon A. Dikeman, Sophomore, Microbiology; Alyssa R. Gascho, Senior, Finance; Sydney P. Hanlon, Junior, Pre-Business; Lauren M. Morgan, Senior, English; Avery L. Noziger, Sophomore, Pre-Manufacturing Engineering.

Heidi F. Oldenkamp, Senior, Bioengineering; Kelly E. Siewell, Senior, Sociology; Sara K. Tro, Junior, Mathematics.

3.5 or Better: Nolan K. Bauermeister, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Claudine J. Bermudez, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Sara N. Black, Senior, Management; John A. Burnham, Senior, Management; Coby S. Cates, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Mariah K. Dowell, Junior, Kinesiology; Cooper H. Fitch, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Nathaniel J. Harris, Junior, Sociology; Lillian K. Hillyer, Sophomore, Earth Sciences; Larissa P. Hommes, Senior, Accountancy.

Nicholas B. Huggins, Sophomore, Chemistry; Devon J. Jarmer, Senior, Civil Engineering; Courtney R. Lapp, Senior, Pre-Accountancy; Lisa D. Loscutoff, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Teri L. Massey, Senior, Business Administration.

John R. McDonald, Sophomore, Music; Aaron P. Meche, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Steven N. Morris, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Anna K. Park, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Chase A. Purtzer, Junior, Pre-Business.

David P. Rowell, Junior, Mathematics; Amy J. Smets, Senior, Psychology; Jace M. Tarr, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Emma O. Warren, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Leslie A. Wilmes, Junior, Psychology.

Clackamas

Straight-A Average: Cheyenne M. Gordon, Sophomore, Mathematics; Tasha N. Palmer, Senior, Kinesiology; Susan E. Pean, Senior, Business Administration; William Wu, Senior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Alexander P. Berger, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Leah K. Berger, Freshman, Psychology; Rachel M. Berger, Freshman, Chemistry; Chase J. Billings, Sophomore, Sociology; Chen Cheng, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Lauren N. Danna, Junior, Biology; Ryan J. Domres, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Amanda T. Duong, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Dang M. Duong, Senior, Microbiology; Corey L. Erickson, Senior, Speech Communication.

Emilee K. Huey, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Anne Y. Lei, Senior, Computer Science; Lizbeth Meza, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Ryan T. Miura, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Brandon C. To, Senior, Computer Science.

Caitlon Q. Vu, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Jamie E. Woods, Sophomore, Public Health; Sophia N. Wooley, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.
Damascus

Straight-A Average: Sage S. Dale, Junior, Zoology; Aaron J. Granato, Senior, Psychology; Matthew L. Lohr, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Colby J. Taylor, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Micah R. Bishop, Senior, Kinesiology; Danielle L. Bull, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Kaitlyn M. Danna, Senior, Interior Design; Richard D. Danna, Senior, Mathematics; Kyle A. Helm, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Malia C. Meyer, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Zachary R. Moore, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Yujiro Nakajima, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Lindsay E. Paugh, Senior, Accountancy; Matthew C. Rhine, Freshman, Pre-Accountancy.

Cameron M. Salvitelli, Junior, Renewable Materials; Austin E. Weichlein, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Eagle Creek

Straight-A Average: Alivia M. Betts, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Kristen L. Kiser, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Estacada

Straight-A Average: Megan Dies, Junior, Liberal Studies; Stephanie A. Harger, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

3.5 or Better: Mackenzie O. Gipple, Senior, Biology; Emily A. Kirchhofer, Senior, English; Shane R. Licari, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Brianna J. Recklies, Sophomore, English; Megan P. Scott, Senior, Speech Communication.

Gladstone

3.5 or Better: Elizabeth M. Duong, Senior, Merchandising Management; Trevor Hartnell, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Makahla R. Lynch, Senior, Animal Sciences; Kaitlyn A. Storer, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Tatiana V. Swenson, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Alec J. Weaver, Junior, Microbiology.

Government Camp

3.5 or Better: Jessica E. South, Freshman, Animal Sciences.

Happy Valley

Straight-A Average: Bryce A. Bothwell, Senior, Biology; Nicholas A. Braman, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Trevor P. Bruno, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Melanie A. Hutchings, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Christopher M. Johnson, Senior, Management.

Gina Kim, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Christopher J. Lee, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Elijah J. McCarty, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Meagan N. Ngo, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering; Bradley J. Pfeifer, Senior, Forestry.

Kate N. Stubbs, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Yan W. Yu, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.
3.5 or Better: Nathan W. Carpenter, Junior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Melissa J. Carson, Sophomore, Pre-Marketing; Anthony Y. Chan, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Rebekah Chan, Senior, Accountancy; Stephanie K. Chan, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

David W. Chen, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Sydnie J. Chen, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Chun M. Cheung, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Anna L. Co, Senior, Microbiology; Hai Dao, Senior, Biology.

Augustine B. Digman, Junior, Biology; Lauren M. Fisher, Junior, Anthropology; Steven E. Gloyd, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Peter Haritatos, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Cayley M. Howard, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Brian K. Huynh, Junior, Pre-Business; Clayton J. Irish, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Ji H. Kim, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Rachel H. Kim, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; MacKenzie L. Lohmolder, Sophomore, Biology.

Augustine B. Digman, Junior, Biology; Lauren M. Fisher, Junior, Anthropology; Steven E. Gloyd, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Peter Haritatos, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Cayley M. Howard, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

David W. Chen, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Sydnie J. Chen, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Chun M. Cheung, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Anna L. Co, Senior, Microbiology; Hai Dao, Senior, Biology.

Augustine B. Digman, Junior, Biology; Lauren M. Fisher, Junior, Anthropology; Steven E. Gloyd, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Peter Haritatos, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Cayley M. Howard, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Brian K. Huynh, Junior, Pre-Business; Clayton J. Irish, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Ji H. Kim, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Rachel H. Kim, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; MacKenzie L. Lohmolder, Sophomore, Biology.

Brian K. Huynh, Junior, Pre-Business; Clayton J. Irish, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Ji H. Kim, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Rachel H. Kim, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; MacKenzie L. Lohmolder, Sophomore, Biology.

Brian K. Huynh, Junior, Pre-Business; Clayton J. Irish, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Ji H. Kim, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Rachel H. Kim, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; MacKenzie L. Lohmolder, Sophomore, Biology.

Brian K. Huynh, Junior, Pre-Business; Clayton J. Irish, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Ji H. Kim, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Rachel H. Kim, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; MacKenzie L. Lohmolder, Sophomore, Biology.

Brian K. Huynh, Junior, Pre-Business; Clayton J. Irish, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Ji H. Kim, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Rachel H. Kim, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; MacKenzie L. Lohmolder, Sophomore, Biology.

Brian K. Huynh, Junior, Pre-Business; Clayton J. Irish, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Ji H. Kim, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Rachel H. Kim, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; MacKenzie L. Lohmolder, Sophomore, Biology.

Brian K. Huynh, Junior, Pre-Business; Clayton J. Irish, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Ji H. Kim, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Rachel H. Kim, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; MacKenzie L. Lohmolder, Sophomore, Biology.

Brian K. Huynh, Junior, Pre-Business; Clayton J. Irish, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Ji H. Kim, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Rachel H. Kim, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; MacKenzie L. Lohmolder, Sophomore, Biology.

Brian K. Huynh, Junior, Pre-Business; Clayton J. Irish, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Ji H. Kim, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Rachel H. Kim, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; MacKenzie L. Lohmolder, Sophomore, Biology.

Brian K. Huynh, Junior, Pre-Business; Clayton J. Irish, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Ji H. Kim, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Rachel H. Kim, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; MacKenzie L. Lohmolder, Sophomore, Biology.
Kaela A. Finley, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; John T. Foster, Freshman, Pre-Business;
Zachary A. Fried, Sophomore, Chemistry; Samuel D. Fu, Sophomore, Biology; Gary C. Gates, Senior,
Bioengineering.
Morgan D. Hall, Freshman, Kinesiology; Connor J. Haynes, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Jaina M.
Hickey, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Olivia M. Hill, Senior, Spanish; Monica N. Holliday, Sophomore,
Biology.
Alexander T. Hull, Junior, Computer Science; Christopher J. Hull, Senior, Computer Science;
Burton G. Jaursch, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Chase E. Jutzi, Junior, Food Science and
Technology; Gabriel C. Kauffman, Senior, Computer Science.
Michael W. Kiever, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Evan I. Klauer, Senior, Natural Resources; Paul A.
Lantow, Senior, Computer Science; Reilly R. Levison, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Shannon E.
Locke, Senior, Anthropology.
Owen C. Madin, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Brennan M. Malagamba, Senior, Marketing; Cristal
B. McAninch, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Emily E. McCallum, Senior, Microbiology; Ryan P.
McLaughlin, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.
Alexandra C. Meader, Senior, Finance; William B. Meier, Senior, Biology; Erika A. Meusch,
Sophomore, Biology; Hunter P. Nelson, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Dustin B. Newby,
Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.
Elizabeth L. Newcomer, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design; Erica A. North, Sophomore, French;
Jason J. O'Brien, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Alexander M. O'Keeffe, Sophomore, Fisheries and
Wildlife Science; Dylan K. Oster, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.
Sophia Peters, Junior, Mathematics; Keana K. Pigg, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Katherine
E. Pittam, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Alexandra L. Podeschi, Sophomore, Apparel Design; Reilly T.
Quinn, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.
Armand Reitz, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Connor D. Rooney, Sophomore, Pre-
Construction Engr Mgt; Emily M. Rotticci, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Leah M. Ruehle, Sophomore,
Zoology; Reed J. Sandblast, Freshman, Spanish.
Madison J. Scott, Senior, Management; Abigail N. Spear, Sophomore, Music; Peter A. Sukamto,
Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Tristan M. Thompson, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Kelsi
M. Traynor, Freshman, Kinesiology.
Glenn L. Upthagrove, Senior, Computer Science; Luke D. Van Lehman, Junior, Biology; Thomas
M. Viggiano, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Kelsey A. Walker, Junior, Digital Communication Arts;
Cameron F. Watson, Junior, Biology.
Michael E. Weiss, Senior, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Shyanne C. Wilding, Senior, Management;
Julia R. Winett, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Camden J. Wulf, Junior, Psychology; Zachary J. Wyman,
Sophomore, Economics.
Alexandre P. York, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Milwaukee

Straight-A Average: Lauren E. Pheil, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Brendan J. Quinn,
Sophomore, Microbiology; Amber Riera, Senior, Pre-Merchandising Management; Leon Wong, Senior,
BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Logan J. Anspach, Senior, Radiation Health Physics; James R. Benson, Sophomore,
Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Scott M. Buzan, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Tayler J.
Deggendorfer, Junior, Psychology; Christopher J. Dowhaniuk, Senior, Finance.
Alexis K. Evans, Senior, Public Health; Annabella M. Geist, Senior, Biology; Kimberly Hansen,
Senior, Pre-Accountancy; Aleah D. Hesse, Senior, Biology; Kelsey L. Hilsenteger, Senior, Chemical
Engineering.
Sonya R. Hungerford, Senior, Art; Willa B. Jutzi, Sophomore, Psychology; Jesse M. Martinez, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Devin S. McGill, Sophomore, Political Science; Aidan D. Mckenzie, Senior, Marketing.
Sydney J. Nichols, Sophomore, Economics; Caprial P. Sides, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Laura L. Spisla, Senior, Music; Erik T. Watterson, Senior, Computer Science; Stephenie M. Wright, Senior, Bioengineering.

Molalla

Straight-A Average: Jenny L. Powell, Senior, Kinesiology; Sequoia J. Rysdam, Junior, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Lily M. Barker, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Carl J. Beyer, Senior, Forestry; Alexander L. Hibbard, Senior, Management; Jessalyn R. Imdieke, Senior, Bioengineering; Amanda M. Rieskamp, Senior, Public Health.
Jacob M. Weishoff, Senior, Pre-Forest Engineering.

Mulino

3.5 or Better: Ashley M. Alexander, Senior, Marketing; Landon R. Desrosiers, Junior, Pre-Business; Kaylee E. Madison, Senior, Liberal Studies; Dublin M. Nichols, Junior, Physics; Alex D. Satrum, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Oregon City

Straight-A Average: Michelle G. Bollinger, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Jessica A. Bramlett, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Natalie R. Coleman, Junior, Biology; Mikaylee N. Dato, Senior, Psychology; Madison P. Elmer, Junior, Biology.
Alexandra A. Konieczny, Sophomore, Spanish; Andrea L. Lanz, Junior, Mathematics; Adam M. Marion, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Nicholas J. Orrell, Senior, Computer Science; Lucas E. Paris, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.
Jacob T. Phan, Senior, Microbiology; Alyssa M. Schroeder, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Haley N. Yohn, Senior, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Victor A. Barredo, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Jenna N. Beyer, Senior, Pre-Bioengineering; Ian E. Brown, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Courtney A. Byerly, Junior, Psychology; Micah K. Cabrera, Junior, Psychology.
Jonathan D. Campillo, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jared L. Cayton, Senior, Physics; Landon S. Collier, Senior, Kinesiology; Elizabeth S. Coryell, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Beth Y. Davis, Sophomore, Biology.
Jessica N. Downing, Senior, Merchandising Management; Breana R. Eubanks, Sophomore, Pre-Marketing; Parker S. Folliard, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Daniel A. Grocki, Senior, Pre-Computer Science; Alexander R. Hale, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.
Jessica R. Hammock, Senior, Interior Design; Elizabeth C. Hintz, Senior, Women Studies; David E. Jansen, Senior, Pre-Computer Science; Keegan S. Jones, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Christopher M. Kohler, Junior, Kinesiology.
Jeffrie J. Lattman, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Anthony T. Le, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Jacob Marquez, Junior, Biology; Kennedy A. McClung, Senior, Political Science; Bernadette G. McGarry, Senior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality.
Mitchell K. McGuire, Sophomore, Biology; Melissa M. Northway, Junior, Religious Studies; Victoria R. Padron, Senior, Nutrition; Mckenzie M. Pak, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Morgan M. Pelker, Junior, Biology.
Chandler L. Petersen, Senior, Pre-Computer Science; Roman A. Rositani, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Katherine M. Schultz, Junior, Psychology; Kendall A. Schumaker, Senior, Marketing; Samantha C. Sturman, Senior, Zoology.

Helen T. Tran, Junior, Pre-Public Health; Cynthia R. Vandermolen, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Kaitlyn M. Vander Pas, Senior, Animal Sciences; Tana L. Weller, Senior, Biology.

Rhododendron

3.5 or Better: Noah T. Bartholomae, Junior, Political Science.

Sandy


3.5 or Better: Gregory R. Brewster, Senior, Business Information Systems; Seana K. Byron-Perry, Junior, Animal Sciences; Dalton W. Hamburg, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Christopher E. Janik, Junior, Pre-Forest Engineering; Avalon G. Kelly, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Spenser C. Maunu, Senior, Civil Engineering; Ryan E. Nall, Junior, Speech Communication; Nathaniel J. Whitlock, Senior, Computer Science.

West Linn

Straight-A Average: Aidan R. Clark, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Lucas R. Evans, Junior, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Kevin P. Fitzgibbon, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Lacey A. Gunther, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Lindsay N. Hirsch, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

John B. Holt, Senior, Biology; Kate E. Hudson, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Megan L. Mieras, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Tabitha M. Pitzer, Junior, Political Science; Logan K. Scott-Deeter, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering.

Zachary M. Steinberg, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Mara A. Weeks, Sophomore, Pre-Marketing; Kaitlyn N. Wells, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

3.5 or Better: Ian M. Anderson, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Nolan E. Bany, Junior, Sociology; Marisa Bischel, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Cara R. Boucher, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Andrew R. Campbell, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Andrea K. Casad, Freshman, Pre-Public Health; Jessica A. Chadwick, Junior, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Audrey L. Clow, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Evan J. Clow, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Mihai Dan, Senior, Computer Science.

Nicholas G. Dunstan, Junior, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Conor R. Egan, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Sydney A. Eshbaugh, Junior, Public Health; Madeline K. Finklea, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Erin Q. Flagg, Senior, Liberal Studies.

Andrew C. Gilroy, Junior, Management; Sarah E. Gilroy, Senior, Bioengineering; John Goetze, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Peter N. Goetze, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Emily A. Hamel, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Mackenzie Hartdegen, Junior, Kinesiology; Jessica D. Hodgen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Parker E. Huffman, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Whitney C. Iverson, Sophomore, Political Science; Bailee A. Johnson, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Marija Jozic, Junior, Biology; Connor A. Kelly, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jessica L. Kindley, Junior, Economics; Emily R. Lisin, Sophomore, Economics; Samantha R. Lyons, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.
Natalie K. Maestretti, Junior, Pre-Merchandising Management; Emily L. McDonald, Senior, Social Science; Jori G. Monihan, Freshman, Pre-Accountancy; Samuel J. Nicholson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Tai Q. Odaniell, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Mia N. Palmer, Junior, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Bianca G. Piscitello, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Benjamin E. Ponting, Senior, Sociology; Mackenzie K. Ray, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Spencer E. Roberts, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Kyle A. Schrandt, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Benjamin W. Sebastian, Sophomore, Mathematics; Colin M. Shearmire, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Nathaniel J. Snyder, Sophomore, Chemistry; Charles D. Stephens, Sophomore, Renewable Materials.

Jaime E. Sullivan, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Niklas W. Tostar, Sophomore, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Lorraine K. Waianuhea, Senior, Biology; Skye M. Walker, Sophomore, Political Science; Zane E. Walker, Sophomore, Pre-Business Information Sys.

Kanani T. Wasilk-Kindred, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alexander M. Zerkel, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Wilsonville

3.5 or Better: Olivia E. Kramer, Senior, Microbiology; Seth L. Mann, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Amy F. Olyaei, Sophomore, Psychology; Keenan P. Puncocher, Sophomore, Political Science.

Wilsonville

3.5 or Better: Kylee J. Allen, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Tristan V. Bilger, Freshman, Biology; Katya Campos, Senior, Kinesiology; Katelyn M. Conway, Senior, Merchandising Management; Branden D. Fitzke, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Kevan W. Gahan, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; James T. Garrard, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Daniel R. Goddard, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Jonathon J. Goddard, Junior, Biology; Rachel M. Hay-Roe, Senior, Accountancy.

Rynn J. Hoong, Senior, Business Information Systems; Erich H. Kramer, Senior, Computer Science; Nicole B. Laschober, Senior, Bioengineering; Catherine M. Lindsay, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; David A. Lindsay, Senior, Accountancy.

Jaclyn D. Marston, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Austin G. Miller, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Morgan L. Miller, Sophomore, Political Science; Spencer M. Moss, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Kimberlie M. Olson, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science.

Camryn E. Rasmussen, Sophomore, Nutrition; Casandra N. Rowan, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Jennifer A. Ryu, Sophomore, Chemistry; Megan J. Stites, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Braden R. Vogt, Senior, Biology.

Michael R. Wagoner, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Anna R. Walter-De Perlet, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Kendra J. Wiegand, Senior, Marketing.

CLATSOP

3.5 or Better: Sonia R. Ahrens, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering; Alexander J. Autio, Junior, Pre-Business; Timothy C. Beery, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Emmanuel A. Goicochea, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Enoch F. Gray, Junior, Economics.

Colton J. Hatcher, Senior, Pre-Forestry; Rachel S. Lertora, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Isabella C. Marinovich Mallares, Sophomore, Political Science; Shoshanna S. McCleary, Sophomore, Biology; Kennedy J. Rub, Senior, Management.

Ryan A. Simpson, Junior, Pre-Forestry; Miguel A. Velasco, Senior, Environmental Sciences.
Cannon Beach

3.5 or Better: Annuka A. Brown, Sophomore, Biology.

Gearhart

3.5 or Better: Aimee R. Schacher, Senior, Anthropology.

Hammond

3.5 or Better: Benjamin A. Bergerson, Senior, History; Maggie L. Cote, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Seaside

Straight-A Average: Alanna G. Kieffer, Senior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Christian D. Anderson, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Brittany A. West, Freshman, Pre-Forestry.

Warrenton

Straight-A Average: Ashley A. Bassett, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Katherine M. Corliss, Senior, Biology; Lillian H. Teadtke, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Maxwell G. Beaudoin, Junior, Civil Engineering; Aleah B. Hobbs, Senior, English; Jordan J. Hollaway, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Christine G. Tapales, Sophomore, Biology.

COLUMBIA

Clatskanie

3.5 or Better: Griffin D. Haas, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Makenzie T. Jahn, Freshman, Pre-Interiors.

Columbia City

Straight-A Average: Redhelle A. Waterman, Junior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Kamron K. Ebrahimi, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Thomas D. Thompson, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Deer Island

Straight-A Average: Angela E. Willson, Freshman, Nutrition.

Rainier

3.5 or Better: Emily A. Goodwin, Sophomore, Psychology.

Saint Helens

3.5 or Better: Evan A. Komp, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Grant S. Martin, Senior, Forestry; Wyatt A. Mosley, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Kayla Nollette, Senior, Ecological Engineering; McKenzie K. Phelps, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

Scappoose


3.5 or Better: Braden R. Clark, Freshman, Pre-Business Information Sys; Danielle M. Fischer, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Brett R. Gill, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Darren M. Heller, Senior, Agricultural Business Management; Miranda S. Raw, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Alexis B. Schlosser, Junior, Human and Family Science; Parker M. Snook, Senior, Finance; Darcie C. Ulvi, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Jacob T. Watt, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Jacob P. Wendelschafer, Sophomore, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt.

Vernonia

3.5 or Better: Emilee A. Easlon, Sophomore, Biology; Laura M. Rice, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Mason M. Roberts, Senior, Civil Engineering; Dylan J. Taylor, Sophomore, History; Samantha N. Wallace, Senior, Bioengineering.

Warren

3.5 or Better: Michelle L. Sass, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Taylor J. Thomas, Senior, Computer Science.

COOS

Bandon

3.5 or Better: Mitchell D. Brown, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Hannah A. Gibson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Quinn O. Hamblin, Junior, Horticulture; Claire N. Ledig, Senior, Kinesiology; Emily R. Wampler, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Coos Bay

Straight-A Average: Danielle T. Alexander, Post Baccalaureate, Education; Austin C. Crawford, Senior, History; Emily M. Klein, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Olivia B. Woods, Senior, Animal Sciences; Tyler S. Yeager, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: McKenzie N. Allison, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Alyssa M. Jones, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Jacob D. Klein, Junior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Megan L. Nickel, Senior, Psychology; David D. Stys, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Coquille

3.5 or Better: Zachary S. Amavisca, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Tasia C. Hyatt, Senior, Horticulture; Cooper L. Stateler, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology.

Myrtle Point

Straight-A Average: Kieri D. Smith, Senior, Human Development and Family Science.

North Bend

Straight-A Average: Alessandra M. Hossley, Senior, Forest Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Naomi R. Bennett, Freshman, Music; Nicholas J. Hossley, Senior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Chloe D. Jordan, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Rolly James A. Toribio, Junior, Music; Baylor J. Turnbow, Sophomore, Music.

CROOK

Powell Butte

Straight-A Average: Dylan L. Dean, Senior, Animal Sciences; Cora L. White, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

3.5 or Better: Gabriel E. Brauchler, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Samuel J. Walker, Senior, Political Science.

Prineville

Straight-A Average: Kreighton A. Edmonds, Post Baccalaureate, Accountancy; Blake R. Lopez, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Jade M. Anderson, Senior, Nutrition; Savannah D. Connell, Senior, Biology; Emilee E. Harris, Junior, Human Development and Family Science; Matthew L. Henrikson, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Kehau Kahaloa, Senior, Human Development and Family Science.
   John M. Tolmsoff, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Austin J. Tschida, Senior, Forestry; Madeline E. Woodward, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management.
CURRY

Brookings

3.5 or Better: Griffin M. Cerva, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering; Abbey L. Jacobson, Junior, Animal Sciences; Slate E. Wise, Junior, Finance.

Gold Beach

3.5 or Better: Clara F. Herbage, Senior, Art; Hannah L. Hooker, Sophomore, Animal Sciences.

Port Orford

Straight-A Average: Tara K. Mitchell, Senior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Robert J. Figura, Senior, Microbiology; Joseph M. Harrison, Senior, Mathematics.

DESCHUTES

Bend

Straight-A Average: Marshall J. Allen, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Brandon E. Bartlett, Senior, Psychology; Hanna L. Bennett, Senior, Pre-Computer Science; Jaden T. Boehme, Junior, Mathematics; Madeleine F. Busby, Sophomore, Biology.

Natasha R. Bybee, Junior, Pre-Business; Ellis C. Clair, Senior, Biology; Mary A. Cukrov, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Hasani L. Davenport, Senior, Psychology; Rayisa M. Debler, Junior, Psychology.

Jessie C. Drakulich, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ansley P. Dunning, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Mekyeli A. Eastland, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Sarah E. French, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Molly J. Gallagher, Junior, Biology.

Jake C. Girod, Senior, Social Science; Kyleen S. Gonzalez, Senior, Pre-Computer Science; Devon H. Haglund, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Brian J. Hoffman, Senior, Computer Science; Austin L. Jones, Junior, Pre-Business.

Jessica M. Joseph, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kimberly Kirschner, Post Baccalaureate, Nutrition; Lyndsey M. Knighten, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Matthew G. Lauziere, Senior, Psychology; Sydney E. Meeuwsen, Junior, Spanish.

Michaela W. Merrill, Senior, Bioengineering; Monet J. Miller, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Steven H. Nemer, Senior, Accountancy; Makenzie T. Nord, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Corrinne D. Oedekerk, Senior, Natural Resources.

Danielle R. Reynolds, Senior, Natural Resources; Anna E. Rohrer, Senior, Social Science; Sara E. Rose, Senior, Natural Resources; Jennifer L. Rynning, Senior, Kinesiology; Mary H. Schoderbek, Senior, Biology.

Matthew E. Shilling, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Katherine Stanton, Senior, Social Science; Kerri A. Stauffer, Senior, Liberal Studies; Katherine L. Stevens, Senior, Mathematics; Gabriel N. Thompson, Senior, Accountancy.

Regina L. Vanderburg, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Caleb L. Wenndorf, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Elliot C. Willy, Freshman, Agricultural Business Management.

3.5 or Better: Bryce A. Albertazzi, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Dylan V. Albertazzi, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Josie N. Alberts, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Audrey S. Ali, Senior, Political Science; Merritt R. Allen, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering.
Matthew J. Armstead, Senior, Pre-Business; Aaron M. Baker, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Merritt Barber, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Tanner S. Barber, Senior, Political Science; Madeleine S. Barrett, Senior, Biology.

Michael P. Bird, Senior, Business Administration; Abigail L. Black, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Luc M. Boileau, Senior, Public Health; Hannah R. Boorstein, Senior, Nutrition; Erik S. Brass, Junior, Graphic Design.

Makenzie M. Brian, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Jessica C. Browning, Senior, Biology; Seth H. Bucy, Junior, Liberal Studies; Rachel A. Buehner, Senior, Kinesiology; Alephair F. Bylund, Senior, Natural Resources.


Blaine S. Corey, Senior, Natural Resources; Theada M. Corey, Senior, Natural Resources; Jessica R. Cornett, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Stefany M. Cunningham, Senior, Kinesiology; Ryan J. DeCastilhos, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Sean Degn, Senior, Kinesiology; Isaac H. Derman, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Jacqueline F. Diulio, Senior, Kinesiology; Emily R. Eidler, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Julia M. Espericueta, Senior, Tourism and Outdoor Leadership.

Jansen C. Estrada, Senior, Kinesiology; Luna S. Fagan, Senior, Marketing; Chelsea L. Farnsworth, Senior, Civil Engineering; Brooke L. Finley, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Tristan M. Fischer, Sophomore, Biology.

Benjamin C. Floski, Senior, Tourism and Outdoor Leadership; Miriam E. Frank, Junior, Renewable Materials; Morgan V. Freeman, Senior, Speech Communication; Brooke E. Frey, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Camron D. Fritz, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

Raechel R. Gilland, Junior, Liberal Studies; Alexis R. Griffin, Senior, Pre-Accountancy; Marcella C. Guerra, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Anette K. Gullholm, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Courtney S. Haber, Junior, Kinesiology.

Landon J. Hardt, Senior, Natural Resources; Riley S. Harrold, Senior, Kinesiology; Kassia N. Hartman, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; David E. Haskell, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Ments A. Haugen, Junior, Pre-Business.

Maxwell J. Higlin, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Nathan Hildebrandt, Senior, Pre-Computer Science; Demetri P. Hovekamp, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Holly J. Jackson, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Sophia E. Jadzak, Junior, Microbiology.

Sheridan G. Jeffries, Junior, Biology; Nancy O. Johnson, Junior, Biology; Samuel J. Kennedy, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Brittany Klaco, Senior, Biology; Jeremiah W. Kramer, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.

Mishayla N. Kubota, Senior, Psychology; Finn Leahy, Senior, Business Administration; Michael Lopez, Senior, Mathematics; Melissa A. Lorenz, Senior, Biology; Joshua A. Lucero, Senior, Biology.

Kamden Luke, Senior, Pre-Business; Jadyn T. Maestas, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Madison T. Martin, Junior, Biology; Kara A. Meeuwsen, Sophomore, Pre-Finance; Taylor A. Mehr, Senior, Biology.

Kaitlin Meyer, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Brian Miracle, Senior, Natural Resources; Riley C. Murtaugh, Senior, Bioengineering; Keanan F. Naegele, Senior, Psychology; Noah C. Nelson, Freshman, History.

Lani N. Nichol, Senior, Kinesiology; Rylie C. Nikolaus, Senior, Pre-Business; Wesley N. Noone, Senior, Biology; Drew W. Oldfield, Senior, Pre-Business; Patrick W. Oldham, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Trevor S. Olsen, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Andrew R. Orlich, Senior, Business Administration; Jonathan T. Oxsarart, Senior, Liberal Studies; Heather Pack, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology; Emily A. Paulson, Senior, Accountancy.
Cameron T. Peddycord, Senior, Business Administration; Kelsey Peters, Senior, Kinesiology; Norman G. Peterson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Nicholas R. Pierce, Senior, Public Health; Carla M. Plasker, Senior, Accountancy.

Trevor I. Prater, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Mareike Raduechel, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Audrey N. Reeves, Senior, Nutrition; Linnea K. Rehn, Senior, Liberal Studies; Caitlin A. Reid, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering.

Devan M. Richards, Freshman, Psychology; Logan J. Riemhofer, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jill S. Roshak, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kara A. Ross, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Hayley N. Sage, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Kate M. Samples, Junior, Kinesiology; John L. Samuelson, Senior, Pre-Forestry; Alysha A. Sandstrom, Senior, Natural Resources; Mikayla D. Schumacher, Senior, Kinesiology; Rijen J. Shonka, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Ashley M. Shrader, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Anna L. Sidor, Senior, Animal Sciences; Declan K. Siewert, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Daniel R. Spencer, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Joeven M. Stambaugh, Senior, Liberal Studies.

La Pine

Straight-A Average: Vance Hergenrader, Junior, Microbiology.

3.5 or Better: Leonard Gothberg, Senior, Pre-Computer Science.

Redmond

Straight-A Average: Brian L. Anderson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Lawrence L. Arefieig, Junior, Biology; Nolan D. Beal, Junior, Pre-Business; Michael P. Commins, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Mickaela L. Cyrus, Senior, Art.

Hannah J. George, Junior, Kinesiology; Tyler L. Guyer, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Pernell C. Harris, Senior, Public Health; Jordyn L. Langeliers, Junior, Business Administration; Robert K. Owens, Senior, Kinesiology.

Meriah F. Parker, Sophomore, Biology; Jasmine I. Pina, Sophomore, Biology; Zachary L. Powell, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Lauren A. Row, Junior, Spanish; Carol A. Saleta, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Shayne D. Sensenbach, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Brenna L. Stevens, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

3.5 or Better: Ryly A. Barber, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Jeffrey J. Bierman, Senior, Chemistry; Christopher Bowen, Senior, American Studies; Bradley A. Cook, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Matthew C. Dahlen, Senior, Marketing.

Gaelan B. De Leone, Senior, Natural Resources; Madison N. Duff, Senior, Natural Resources; Mckenzie D. Frank, Junior, Marketing; Cynthia D. Hanley, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Wesley C. Johns, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.
Jessica A. King, Senior, Marketing; Andrew S. Leeland, Senior, Business Information Systems; Dalton B. Lewis, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Tim J. Lieberenz, Senior, Biology; Nicholas W. Lochner, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.
Kendall M. Marshall, Senior, Biology; Eric A. McDonald, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Broc D. Nickodemus, Senior, Pre-Computer Science; Bryna K. O'Keefe, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Hailee N. Skala, Junior, Kinesiology.
Jacob D. Young, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Sisters

Straight-A Average: Stephen M. Bianchi, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Jordan S. Weaver, Junior, Liberal Studies.

3.5 or Better: Bethany J. Bachmeier, Freshman, Physics; Sam C. Calarco, Senior, Forestry; Kelly R. Cole, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Elizabeth H. Fisher, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Austin N. Jacobsen, Senior, Business Administration.


Sunriver

3.5 or Better: Kristina R. Caldwell, Senior, Kinesiology; Gillian C. Harper, Senior, French; Taylor R. Hulett, Freshman, Music.

DOUGLAS

Drain

3.5 or Better: Tanner J. Aldous, Junior, Chemistry; Garrett L. Burris, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Amy R. Colagiovanni, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Jake I. LaCosse, Junior, Kinesiology; Ryan J. Rundell, Junior, Liberal Studies.

Donald A. Ruud, Junior, Pre-Business.

Elkton

Straight-A Average: Hannah T. Whitley, Senior, Sociology.

Glide

Straight-A Average: Christie L. Miller, Post Baccalaureate, Psychology.

3.5 or Better: Carson L. Trimble, Junior, Natural Resources.

Myrtle Creek

Straight-A Average: Hannah J. Sheely, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Natalie C. Wilson, Senior, Natural Resources.

3.5 or Better: Tayte J. Church, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Hayden G. Doud, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Emily S. Markham, Senior, Digital Communication Arts.
Oakland

3.5 or Better: Rogue D. Hartman, Sophomore, Biology.

Reedsport

3.5 or Better: Blair M. Tymchuk, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science.

Roseburg

Straight-A Average: Tyler T. Chase, Senior, Nutrition; Andrea C. Chiou, Junior, Psychology; Lindsey L. Cook, Senior, Music; Thomas C. DeBell, Junior, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Cailey B. Frasier, Senior, Animal Sciences.
Andreea Gosman, Senior, Biology; Corey J. Groshong, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Alyssa E. Gurney, Post Baccalaureate, Education; Emily R. Hollander, Junior, Psychology; Nadia J. King, Sophomore, Biology.
Alexandra F. Luther, Sophomore, English; Emily G. Miller, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Joshua E. Novak, Senior, Computer Science; Parker E. Okonek, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Alannah L. Oleson, Senior, Computer Science.
Kristin A. Spielman, Sophomore, Microbiology; Rachel E. Stevenson, Senior, English; Corinne A. Walters, Senior, Pre-Forest Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Westanna L. Adams, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Maria L. Alcaraz, Senior, Biology; Gabrielle L. Arts, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Stefan R. Ball, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Michael L. Batdorf, Senior, Mathematics.
Kathryn A. Brint, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design; Amanda D. Broten, Senior, Recreation Resource Management; Devon E. Burson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Wiley A. Clough, Junior, Earth Sciences; Jessica E. Cugley, Senior, Ecological Engineering.
Erika J. Fischer, Senior, Biology; Courtney P. Fitzgerald, Senior, Finance; Rebecca M. Foster, Senior, Chemistry; Emma K. Gottfried, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Isaac E. Graham, Senior, Business Administration.
Austin B. Grimes, Senior, Forest Engineering; Clarissa A. Ibarra, Junior, Pre-Graphic Design; Ashley T. King, Senior, Microbiology; Jacob S. Lightcap, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Cody W. Merritt, Freshman, Kinesiology.
Kyle J. Muck, Senior, Civil Engineering; Anthony J. Netz, Sophomore, Mathematics; Kelly L. O'Neil, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Elle F. Rappe, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Brett A. Reed, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.
Gurkaran Singh, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Kimberly E. Solberg, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Stephen L. Stoddard, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Maria M. Tran, Junior, Exercise and Sport Science; Elijah L. Trullinger, Junior, Kinesiology.
Lexa A. Van Volkenburg, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Jasmin M. Vogel, Senior, Political Science; Zachary R. Wilson, Senior, Accountancy.

Sutherlin

Straight-A Average: Kylee L. Carson, Senior, Bioresource Research; Joseph C. Matteo, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Jerry D. Risk III, Senior, Natural Resources; Hannah L. Swearingen, Sophomore, Kinesiology.
3.5 or Better: Alison N. Black, Senior, Bioengineering; Jarrod L. Bright, Junior, Kinesiology; Tessa L. Franklin, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; James L. Gugel, Senior, Pre-Bioengineering; Patrick C. Gulan, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering. Meshayla C. Hagen-Young, Junior, Political Science; Christopher E. Mock, Senior, Forestry; Christina M. Moody, Senior, Microbiology.

Umpqua

3.5 or Better: Emma R. Gibbs, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Tristan K. Reustle, Sophomore, Psychology.

Winchester

3.5 or Better: Alexzandria C. Averett, Senior, Marketing; Elise N. Ewens, Senior, Microbiology; Kily C. Gilbert, Senior, Kinesiology.

Winston

Straight-A Average: Jakob N. Daniels, Senior, Accountancy; Jessica L. Hinkson, Senior, Psychology; Minnie N. Sakulsapinit, Senior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Michael C. Griffin, Senior, Forest Engineering; KC T. Perley, Senior, History.

Yoncalla

3.5 or Better: Keenan S. Blanchfill, Senior, Civil Engineering; Lisa M. Frasieur, Senior, Business Administration; Nathan W. Leu, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Taryn C. Lowes, Senior, Graphic Design; Emily M. Wickman, Junior, Animal Sciences. Mathew K. Wilson, Senior, Management.

GILLIAM

Condon

3.5 or Better: Benjamin Rietmann, Senior, Agricultural Business Management.

GRANT

Canyon City

Straight-A Average: Jessica J. Lane, Senior, English.

John Day

3.5 or Better: Jennifer I. McCloskey, Junior, Applied Visual Arts.

Seneca

3.5 or Better: Kelsey D. Long, Sophomore, Anthropology.

HARNEY
Burns

3.5 or Better: Jeffrey A. Garner, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Hines

3.5 or Better: Chanse S. Pierce, Senior, Natural Resources; Ty W. Reid, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Princeton

3.5 or Better: Paige M. Landon, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

HOOD RIVER

Hood River

Straight-A Average: Kainalu Bailey, Senior, Public Health; Sara R. Brunk, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Cherann M. Daniels, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Johannes D. Decker, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Hope Kaady, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

3.5 or Better: Francisco U. Bolanos, Senior, Computer Science; Troy E. Butcher, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Lucas J. Campos-Davis, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Peter J. Dorich, Junior, Computer Science; Rodrigo Fernandez-Ortega, Freshman, Political Science.

Jacob W. Fischer, Junior, Horticulture; Trenton C. Gallagher, Junior, Chemistry; Karen C. Granados, Junior, Public Health; Terri E. Hewitt, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Austin R. Keillor, Junior, Pre-Industrial Engineering.

Carlos Marquez, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Monica G. Marquez, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Mason McDowell, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Lucy K. McLean, Junior, Political Science; Travis J. Monahan, Junior, Horticulture.

Yasmin Munoz Hernandez, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Lucia Ortiz, Senior, Sociology; Austyn C. Polzel, Junior, Horticulture; Laura M. Scarborough, Freshman, Kinesiology; Sarah A. Scarborough, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Edgar C. Villegas, Junior, Management.

Mount Hood Parkdale

3.5 or Better: Andros R. Pereira, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Alyssa M. Saito, Senior, Environmental Engineering.

Odell

3.5 or Better: Aaron Lachino-Pinon, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

JACKSON

Applegate

3.5 or Better: Zackary A. Bango, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Cody E. Jones, Senior, Natural Resources.
Ashland

Straight-A Average: Carlee K. Conner, Sophomore, Psychology; Maximilian A. Van Hout, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Samuel C. Wheeler, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Forestry.

3.5 or Better: Emily K. Bestor, Senior, Business Information Systems; Sarah M. Bestor, Junior, Mathematics; Olivia M. Butler, Sophomore, Political Science; Ellie P. Case, Sophomore, Biology; Madelyn Getzoff, Senior, Graphic Design.
Joshua B. Griffin, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Mikayla B. Heun, Senior, Public Health; Callum J. Knights, Senior, Forestry; David J. Lehrburger, Junior, Biology; Lewis G. Loutzenhis, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering.
Ian M. McQuoid, Senior, Mathematics; Aimee S. Miller, Senior, Public Health; Hayden C. Miller, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Gabriel M. Nourot, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Samuel L. Ordonez, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.
Melissa A. Owens, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Sarah S. Settimo, Sophomore, Religious Studies; September B. St John, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jon N. Volz, Senior, Management; Blair W. Wilson, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.
Julia M. Wilson, Senior, Food Science and Technology.

Central Point

Straight-A Average: Tarren A. Engberg, Senior, Computer Science.

3.5 or Better: Trenton J. Bradshaw, Junior, Anthropology; Levi J. Clark, Senior, Bioengineering; Mason P. Drake, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Haley R. Fox, Senior, Public Health; Jacob R. Gustafson, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.
Megan L. Hastings, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Isabella M. Karabinas, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Kaden J. Kinser, Senior, Civil Engineering; Benjamin T. Kosmatka, Senior, Civil Engineering; Christian S. McCormick, Sophomore, Biology.
Carissa D. Murray, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Gabrielle Redhead, Senior, Agricultural Business Manageme; Kayla D. Tadlock, Senior, Economics; Krystal J. Williams, Junior, Biology; Elyse J. Ziegler, Freshman, French.

Eagle Point

Straight-A Average: Karli L. Gabica, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Ashley Chan, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Julieanne J. Dotson-Bossert, Senior, Psychology; Fiona K. Nevin, Senior, Speech Communication; Brianna M. Shopp, Junior, Biology.

Gold Hill

Straight-A Average: Nolan M. Bastendorff, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Marielle L. Durand, Senior, Accountancy; Kyle T. Joseph, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; James W. Taylor, Senior, Biology.

Jacksonville

3.5 or Better: Mary J. Nichols, Junior, Microbiology; Amy E. Watson, Sophomore, Biology; Eric R. Winkler, Senior, Computer Science.

Medford

Straight-A Average: Kassandra L. Babb, Senior, Biology; Jan Denise L. Boringot, Senior, Merchandising Management; Erica D. Chelgren, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Michael J. Crennen, Sophomore, Pre-Accountancy; Jillian R. Emard, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

Elizabeth F. Hamilton, Senior, Civil Engineering; Molly B. Hamilton, Sophomore, Biology; Alexa N. Inman, Senior, Nutrition; Austin G. Kleinberg, Senior, Civil Engineering; Zach Lerew, Senior, Computer Science.

Sophia D. Morris, Freshman, Kinesiology; Thomas T. Storment, Sophomore, Biology; Michael W. Velasquez, Sophomore, Psychology; Chinmay P. Wadgaonkar, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

3.5 or Better: Chanaye D. Ballard, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Kenya M. Berard, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; John W. Blackham, Post Baccalaureate, Ecological Engineering; Tyler K. Bohn, Junior, Pre-Radiation Health Physics; Dakota P. Cail, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering.

Alyssa M. Ettinger, Junior, Animal Sciences; John H. Gaffney, Sophomore, Biology; Cierra L. Giossi, Senior, Political Science; Andrea M. Green, Junior, Pre-Business; Casey M. Hase, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Matthew W. Hoeper, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Michael A. Jones, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Jahan K. Kahusi, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Megan M. Kapp, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Bryce A. Lathrop, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Emily T. Lemons, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Dylan A. Levos, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Ryan C. Lewis, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Zachary B. Lewis, Sophomore, Psychology; Morgan S. Messer, Senior, Pre-Energy Systems Engineering.

Miles G. Moran, Junior, Kinesiology; Ashley M. Parker, Junior, Biology; Diego J. Rodriguez, Junior, Microbiology; Shannen L. Sherwin, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alison E. Spani, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Suzann M. Stevens, Senior, Music; Lillian R. Tegner, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Sarah M. Thomas, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Erin A. Vieira, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Ashley Villasenor, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Michael D. Wilkins, Senior, Kinesiology; Alec D. Williamson, Senior, Finance; Preston J. Wipf, Senior, Computer Science.

Phoenix

Straight-A Average: Vivian T. Le, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Grayland R. Lunn, Junior, Pre-Nuclear Engineering.

Talent

Straight-A Average: Jadin M. Swarts, Senior, Nuclear Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Jose L. Alegria, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Kyle M. Botermans, Junior, Pre-Environmental Engineering; Madeline K. Mathewson, Freshman, History; Megan L. Vizzini, Senior, Kinesiology.
Trail

3.5 or Better: Morgan V. Hooper, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

White City

3.5 or Better: Ethan M. Kennelly, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Anna L. Wheeler, Sophomore, Biology.

JEFFERSON

Culver

Straight-A Average: Clay W. Gibson, Senior, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Riley D. Gibson, Senior, Kinesiology; David S. Schumacher, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Alanis L. Thornton, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Madras

Straight-A Average: Keaton M. Hartman, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Chris J. Miraflor, Sophomore, Physics; Anthony K. Otter, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Gabriel R. Soliz, Senior, Business Administration.

3.5 or Better: Quinton S. Big Knife, Sophomore, Pre-Forestry; Jordan K. Chopra, Sophomore, Biology; Jonathan L. Gandy, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Joshua B. Hocker, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Richard W. Molitor, Sophomore, Food Science and Technology.

Michael Rodriguez, Junior, Computer Science; Melanie Widmer, Senior, Business Administration; Artesha Wilkinson, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Metolius

Straight-A Average: Elmer Reynoso, Senior, Kinesiology.

Terrebonne

3.5 or Better: Jessica R. Hershberger, Junior, Liberal Studies.

JOSEPHINE

Cave Junction

Straight-A Average: Maelagh E. Baker, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Samantha D. Frederick, Senior, Kinesiology; Elissa A. Matthews, Senior, Zoology; Tess E. Wier, Post Baccalaureate, Rangeland Sciences.

Grants Pass
Straight-A Average: Joshua L. Akins, Junior, Pre-Marketing; Matthew S. Ball, Senior, Physics; Stephen A. Covrig, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Benjamin J. Dean, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Christina M. Diepenbroek, Freshman, Earth Sciences.

Jonathan M. Guzman, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Alexis S. Hartford, Senior, Anthropology; Alishea M. Linderman, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jessica E. Loffer, Senior, Pre-Business; Chiara L. Marzi, Senior, Finance.

Nikolas D. O'Hara, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Morgan K. Thompson, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Brian M. Weisbart, Senior, Kinesiology; Kelsey A. Woolsey, Senior, Zoology.

3.5 or Better: Sierra L. Anderson, Senior, Public Health; Homero D. Arras, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Brooke N. Barlow, Senior, Zoology; Colin L. Bransfield, Sophomore, Pre-Forest Engineering; Ryder J. Canepa, Senior, Economics.

Loretta Cordero, Senior, Graphic Design; Kerissa S. D'Arpino, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Geoffrey L. Dejanvier, Senior, Earth Sciences; Ryan P. Diltz, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Duncan D. Fuller, Sophomore, Chemistry.

Jacob Geddings, Senior, Computer Science; Jordan M. Goulette, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Ashley R. Green, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Anita Gritsiouk, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Alyssa L. Hayes, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Thomas K. Hayes, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Cameron L. Marzi, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Jacob W. Mazzola, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Benjamin C. Musser, Junior, History; Elizabeth A. Ockenden, Senior, Business Administration.

Tarisa D. Olnski, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Chloe Ramirez, Junior, Applied Visual Arts; Zachary D. Randall, Junior, Biology; Evan W. Rechsteiner, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Amanda F. Solar, Freshman, Microbiology.

Madison F. Stegemiller, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Donnie J. Thomason, Sophomore, Psychology; Madelyn J. Walker, Sophomore, Pre-Environmental Engineering; Jessi R. Witherington, Junior, Kinesiology; Logan F. Wooldridge, Sophomore, Mathematics.

Kale D. Woolsey, Senior, Forestry.

Merlin

3.5 or Better: Josephine L. Stark, Junior, Exercise and Sport Science.

O Brien

3.5 or Better: Ruth E. Nelson, Junior, Food Science and Technology.

KLAMATH

Gilchrist

3.5 or Better: Wesley J. Anding, Junior, Pre-Business; Lacey M. Londborg, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Klamath Falls

Straight-A Average: Melissa L. Britsch, Senior, Biology; Julianna T. Donohoe, Junior, Microbiology; Jackson D. Keppen, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Brielle L. McKinney, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Daniel M. Read, Senior, Biology.
3.5 or Better: Mark R. Bailey, Senior, Political Science; Palmer M. Brock, Sophomore, Pre-Environmental Engineering; Paul J. Brown, Senior, Political Science; Samantha E. Clark, Senior, Pre-Bioengineering; Taylor R. Fleming, Junior, Public Health.

Caroline L. Hansen, Senior, Nutrition; Sierra L. Hawthorne, Senior, Biology; Casey K. Hoggarth, Junior, Kinesiology; Chase A. Keeney, Junior, Public Health; Philip J. Kirk, Sophomore, History.

Patricia R. Malakar-Hernandez, Junior, Biology; Jeffrey D. Meeds, Junior, Management; Paul L. Minner, Senior, Computer Science; Matthew G. Morawiec, Senior, Business Information Systems; Hunter A. Murga, Junior, History.

Christian J. Ortiz, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Kristen A. Patterson, Senior, Computer Science; Zane W. Riggs, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Samantha L. Vezo, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Cody O. Wagner, Senior, Pre-Bioengineering.

Haden T. Wallin, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Malin


LAKE

Lakeview

Straight-A Average: Anna E. Fledderjohann, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Brandi M. Larson, Senior, Biology; Ashley M. Reese, Senior, Bioresource Research.

3.5 or Better: Cody L. Hamilton, Sophomore, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Paisley

Straight-A Average: Whitney L. Sligar, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

Silver Lake

Straight-A Average: Kerri R. Waldron, Senior, Bioresource Research.

LANE

Blachly

3.5 or Better: Taylor R. Steinhauer, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Christian M. Wagner, Senior, Kinesiology.

Blue River

3.5 or Better: Sydney C. King, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Cheshire

3.5 or Better: Kyle S. Czesnikowski, Senior, Psychology; Audrianna M. Rock, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

Coburg
Straight-A Average: Monica L. Anderson, Senior, English.

Cottage Grove

Straight-A Average: Luke B. Bennett, Junior, German.

3.5 or Better: Benjamin N. Bauml, Sophomore, Physics; Justin L. Bennett, Junior, English; Erik T. Bridgeford, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Christopher S. Delk, Senior, Horticulture; Kendall S. McClung, Senior, Public Health.
N K. Morton, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Michelle E. Sand, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Austin C. Shipley, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Haley J. Simonsen, Sophomore, English.

Creswell

Straight-A Average: Clark A. Embleton, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

3.5 or Better: Bailey A. Bennett, Junior, Mathematics; Garrett M. Davis, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Rachael M. Hawken, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Sean P. Kounovsky, Junior, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Brian J. Spindler, Senior, Forest Engineering.

Dexter

3.5 or Better: Benjamin V. Post, Senior, Forestry.

Elmira

3.5 or Better: Carl B. Benson, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Eugene

Straight-A Average: Tessa A. Barker, Post Baccalaureate, Horticulture; Matthew T. Bucy, Senior, University Exploratory Studies; Taylor L. Carman, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Lauren D. Chase, Senior, Nutrition; Kristi L. Conant, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.
Madison P. Cowles, Junior, Pre-Business; Jim K. Crouse, Senior, Forestry; Wyatt O. Dean, Senior, Civil Engineering; Christopher M. DeHart, Senior, Economics; Natalie D. Duider, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.
Erin Ellefsen, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Riley J. Ferguson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Brynn E. FitzClemen, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Henry L. Fowler, Senior, Computer Science; Kathleen C. Frisella, Junior, Pre-General Engineering.
True E. Gibson, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Quincy M. Gill, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Victoria J. Girod, Senior, Public Health; Sophie E. Givens, Senior, Bioengineering; Isaac M. Grossberg, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.
Maceo T. Gutierrez-Higgins, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Alexander A. Hart, Senior, Biology; Kailyn L. Hellwege, Senior, Computer Science; Hannah M. Horton, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Margo Kahn, Senior, Nutrition.
Maya J. Kim, Junior, Kinesiology; Owen T. Loughran, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Christian P. Mello, Senior, Computer Science; Evan T. Milton, Senior, Computer Science; Nichol J. Moore, Senior, Civil Engineering.
Hannah I. Nealy, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Henry R. Rear, Sophomore, Chemistry; Michael E. Siddel, Junior, Zoology; Benjamin A. Steele, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Shanti Y. Stewart, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Sophie A. Stipek, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Max G. Tag, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sophia L. Taggart, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Taylor C. Vagher, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Sydney K. Wardan, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Jessica N. Wise, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Daniel A. Wisnewski, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Matthew J. Young, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Peter T. Young, Sophomore, History.

3.5 or Better: Zachary W. Adams, Senior, Pre-Environmental Engineering; Joseph M. Ambros, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Samantha I. Anderlie, Senior, Business Administration; Maegan M. Anderson, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Yesenia Aparicio, Senior, Biology.

Dhalia Aparicio-Cruz, Junior, Biology; Jonathan Balcom, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Anna A. Beckstrand, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Tamara A. Benedict, Junior, Psychology; Gavin J. Bennett, Senior, Civil Engineering; Makena J. Blacquiere, Junior, Nutrition; Meghan L. Born, Senior, Botany; Hunter A. Briggs, Junior, Ethnic Studies.

Madison T. Brink, Senior, Biology; Tyler W. Brown, Junior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Lauren E. Burgess, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Shawna M. Burke, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Ayla S. Bussel, Sophomore, Psychology.

Joseph R. Butler, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Evan Canizares, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Madison R. Cates, Junior, Animal Sciences; Lindsey N. Chapman, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Kelly D. Clark, Post Baccalaureate, Ecological Engineering.

Nathan J. Clark, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Alex R. Cowman, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Helen B. Cutting, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Pearl S. Cutting, Junior, Sociology; Emma R. Davis, Junior, Biology.

Heather M. Davis, Junior, Biology; Sean M. Davis, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Marina K. De Chiara, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; David A. De Hart, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Chase Denecke, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

Erin M. Dose, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Danielle E. Dow, Senior, Pre-Manufacturing Engineering; Keegan P. Downey, Sophomore, Food Science and Technology; Laura B. DuVall, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Ibrahim S. Elkhetai, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Chloe N. Elstone, Sophomore, Anthropology; Tanner C. Evenson, Senior, Civil Engineering; Lorenzo A. Fantozzi, Senior, Business Administration; Tyler J. Farnham, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Kendyl A. Fletcher, Senior, Kinesiology.

Jason M. Foss, Senior, Microbiology; Melanie A. Fowler, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Conner S. Fox, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Angela M. Fuchs, Senior, Kinesiology; Tyler A. Gray, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Angus M. Green, Senior, English; Tyger L. Gruber, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Allison L. Guilt, Junior, Biology; Garrett C. Haley, Junior, Computer Science; Hannah R. Halla, Junior, Pre-Forestry.

Ashley M. Haller, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Donald M. Harkins, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Iao Harrowe, Senior, Political Science; Megan N. Hayes, Sophomore, Pre-Finance; Payton M. Hazelton, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

Karina D. Healea, Senior, English; Ashley E. Heinrich, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Dustin A. Henning, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Nickolas J. Hetrick, Junior, Economics; Zachary A. Hoffman, Sophomore, Chemistry.

Rick M. Hubbell, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Leonora M. Huynh-Watkins, Senior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Jarod Inouye, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Davis A. Jacob, Senior, Chemical Engineering; William C. Jacob, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.
Grace A. Jenkins, Senior, Merchandising Management; Mackenzie S. Johanesen, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Jenna C. John, Sophomore, Microbiology; Joshua D. Johnson, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Rachel M. Kalnbach, Senior, Ecological Engineering.

Erin P. Keough, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Hunter R. Kilmarx, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Georgia A. King, Senior, Horticulture; Mariel T. King, Freshman, Natural Resources; Harrison J. Kleiner, Sophomore, Biology.

Kim A. Knudtson, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Brock A. Kocyan, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Parker B. Kolpin, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Tyler Law, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Nuclear Engineering; Halie N. Lawrence, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

Ashlea K. Leighter, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Nathan A. Lewis, Sophomore, Mathematics; Rachel Liu-May, Senior, Chemistry; Emily K. Lund Gorsc, Senior, Biology; Abigail E. Lyon, Sophomore, Zoology.

Evelyn G. Mailander, Junior, Anthropology; Clay K. Manders, Post Baccalaureate, Horticulture; Elizabeth May, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Emilee A. McBryde, Freshman, Anthropology; Ryan W. McCullough, Senior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Ian D. McCurdy, Senior, Management; Courtney A. McKee, Senior, Kinesiology; Anna L. Melamed, Senior, Public Health; Brooks J. Mikkelsen, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Dakota A. Millak, Sophomore, Psychology.

Natalie A. Miller, Post Baccalaureate, Nutrition; Colbe Moe, Senior, Anthropology; Xoan T. Nguyen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Ludmilla Oliveira, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Natalie B. Olmos, Junior, Marketing.

Benjamin E. Olsson, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Youngsuk Oum, Senior, Merchandising Management; Connor N. Park, Junior, Pre-Business; Pranav A. Patel, Junior, Business Information Systems; Kaitlyn N. Pearson, Senior, Public Health.

Alexandre G. Pederson, Senior, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Marcella M. Peebles, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Zoe M. Philby, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; William M. Potwora, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Adam M. Powell, Post Baccalaureate, Accountancy.

George W. Rear, Senior, Kinesiology; Liam T. Reardon, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Reed Reese-Steiner, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Jacob C. Reid, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Scott J. Renken, Senior, Chemistry.

Shane P. Roach, Junior, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Skylar J. Roach, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Claire E. Roberts, Junior, Microbiology; Bradley D. Rochon, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Ryan C. Rogers, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Samantha L. Rouleau, Senior, Interior Design; Marialice Rowland, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Mark C. Rubin, Senior, Zoology; Brendan C. Ryan, Senior, Forestry; Melissa A. Scarborough, Senior, Mathematics.

Adam D. Schneiderhan, Senior, Bioengineering; Michaela A. Shannon, Senior, Natural Resources; Courtney D. Sherwood, Sophomore, Interior Design; Leah M. Skeele, Senior, Anthropology; Maisie A. Smith, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Joshua W. Spaht, Sophomore, Biology; Sarah E. Stewart, Sophomore, English; Miranda R. Stone, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Austin T. Stricker, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Nicholas R. Swanson, Junior, Forest Engineering.

Maisie C. Titterington, Sophomore, Spanish; Andrew J. Tupper, Senior, Management; Oliver D. Valdivia Camacho, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Manuel J. Valencia, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alena M. Vasquez, Senior, Chemistry.

Andrew J. Victor, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Alice M. Viles, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Benjamin A. Wagner, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ian F. Walker, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Zielle M. Walsh, Sophomore, Biology.

Alyssa M. Whalen, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Elise R. Whisler, Senior, Kinesiology; Hailee J. Wright, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering.
Fall Creek

   Straight-A Average: Tyler S. Fechtel, Senior, Kinesiology.

Florence

   Straight-A Average: Mikaela R. Siegel, Sophomore, Biology.

   3.5 or Better: Taylor S. Graham, Freshman, Pre-Business; Reese R. Siegel, Sophomore, Physics.

Junction City

   Straight-A Average: Taryn Norris, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

   3.5 or Better: Sofia J. Baum, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Rachel M. Collins, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Leah C. Jaeger, Sophomore, Apparel Design; Krystal M. Lemhouse, Senior, Natural Resources; Lindsay K. McFadden, Freshman, Pre-Business; Spencer T. Osburn, Freshman, Pre-Forest Engineering; Michael Sitterley, Senior, Recreation Resource Management; Ashley F. Victor, Junior, Biology; Emily A. Vitus, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alyssa A. Watters, Senior, Management.

Marcola

   3.5 or Better: Austin J. Smith, Freshman, Natural Resources.

Noti

   3.5 or Better: Jenna L. Wiser, Senior, History.

Oakridge

   Straight-A Average: Clem V. Pope, Senior, Sociology.

Pleasant Hill

   Straight-A Average: Megan K. Faber, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Natalie M. Jensen, Senior, Kinesiology.

   3.5 or Better: Bruce J. Gibeau, Senior, Forest Engineering; Joelle A. Hamtil, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Zachary A. Miller, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Madison L. Morrell, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Maggie A. Murray, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design; Rileigh J. Nielsen, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Springfield

   Straight-A Average: Tyler J. Castile, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Mandie J. Driskill, Senior, Horticulture; Hannah M. Escobar, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Brooke M. Miller, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Luis J. Rivera Jr, Senior, Nutrition; Teric J. Sargeant, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Rachel A. Zmolek, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science.
3.5 or Better: Alexis M. Amatisto, Senior, Biology; Tessa C. Barone, Senior, English; Naomi L. Boe, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Mack H. Cullison, Senior, Pre-Nuclear Engineering; Brittany M. Darling, Junior, Psychology.
Jacob L. Dawes, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Paige S. Freerksen, Junior, Anthropology; Rachael G. Gale, Senior, History; Auna K. Godinez, Senior, Renewable Materials; Cleo M. Keener, Junior, Music.
Christopher L. Keppler, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Lawrence E. Martin Jr, Senior, Forestry; Courtney J. Miller, Senior, Computer Science; Ryan P. Murray, Senior, Forest Engineering; Tony B. Mydouangchanh, Senior, Chemical Engineering.
Jason M. Park, Freshman, Pre-Accountancy; Caleb L. Ransdell, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Stepheny B. Schelsky, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Carlie S. Stickler, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Daniel S. Still, Senior, Physics.
Kilee B. Tiner, Junior, Pre-Graphic Design; Kyra N. Touchstone, Senior, Biology; Alexandar W. Tucker, Senior, Biology; Eric H. Vicinus, Junior, Kinesiology; James D. Voltz, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering.
Connor M. Wang, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Swisshome

Straight-A Average: Rikki N. Redhead, Senior, Psychology.

Veneta

Straight-A Average: Morgan M. Craig, Junior, Political Science.

3.5 or Better: Shawn Cross, Senior, Computer Science; Lily R. Grant, Senior, Kinesiology; Xueer Li, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Vida

3.5 or Better: Mattias R. Cronholm, Senior, Forest Engineering; Tamera L. Satchell, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

Walton

Straight-A Average: Meesha K. Baldree, Senior, Speech Communication.

3.5 or Better: Finley H. King, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

LINCOLN

Blodgett

Straight-A Average: Corie A. McBride, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Bushra Moussaoui, Sophomore, Biology; Ibrahim Moussaoui, Senior, Biology.

Depoe Bay

3.5 or Better: Lillian M. Lazenby, Post Baccalaureate, Biology; Samantha K. Raines, Senior, Public Health.
Eddyville

3.5 or Better: Catlin R. Bradley, Senior, Accountancy.

Lincoln City

Straight-A Average: Alexandria I. Scott, Senior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Alexander D. Getty, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Neotsu

3.5 or Better: Tyler D. Johnson, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Catherine L. Mina, Senior, Political Science.

Newport

Straight-A Average: Jacob B. Attebery, Junior, Pre-Forestry; Mollie Dorna, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Matthew A. Haynes, Senior, Civil Engineering; Patrick R. McGovern, Senior, History.

3.5 or Better: Meagan E. Amos, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Nathan J. Bearden, Junior, Biology; Brannin Benson, Senior, Horticulture; Grant C. Burns, Senior, Biology; Kelsea J. De Filippis, Senior, Graphic Design.

Elena J. Ellingson-Cosen, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Nicholas A. Giles, Senior, Civil Engineering; Melanie K. Green, Junior, Zoology; Joel F. King III, Senior, Business Information Systems; Paige C. Lane, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science.

Kiana L. Murray, Senior, Microbiology; Jane E. Myrick, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Paige E. Schindler, Senior, Spanish; Austin C. Thompson, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Drake H. Watson, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Otis

3.5 or Better: Riley W. Schroeder, Senior, History.

Siletz

3.5 or Better: Talithah L. Abbe, Senior, Pre-Business; Connor I. Campbell, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Taylor T. Karnes, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

South Beach

Straight-A Average: Madelyn R. Baker, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health.

Toledo

3.5 or Better: Monica C. Steenkolk, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Waldport

Straight-A Average: Meghan Heineman, Sophomore, Psychology.
3.5 or Better: Jerry T. Waterman, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

LINN

Albany

Straight-A Average: Julie M. Ames, Post Baccalaureate, Accountancy; Nicolas A. Anundson, Senior, History; Ryan M. Ballinger, Junior, Political Science; Connor S. Beer, Senior, Speech Communication; Matthew B. Boe, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Jennifer L. Booth, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Jonathan C. Campbell, Junior, Pre-Forestry; Chelsea K. Clark, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Kiersten Doggett, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Heather M. Gehrett, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Education; Hunter T. Humphreys, Freshman, Chemistry.

Alexi N. Ismail, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Robert F. Koll, Senior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Emma N. Latta, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Rosalie S. Lingo, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Whitley F. Nelson, Senior, Kinesiology.

Kyle Prouty, Senior, Computer Science; Mackenzie W. Raschko, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Karissa N. Renyer, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Ana-Lauren C. Rudin, Post Baccalaureate, Psychology; Amanda J. Sebring, Senior, Psychology.

Amandip Singh, Senior, Microbiology; Lea E. Song, Junior, Psychology; William D. Sutherland, Senior, Biology; Karessa M. Torgerson, Junior, Natural Resources; JoyAnna A. Virtue, Senior, Sociology.

3.5 or Better: Sydney E. Allen, Sophomore, Zoology; Andrew R. Baker, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Ashley D. Balck, Junior, Speech Communication; Trevor D. Baley, Senior, Biology; Haley L. Baske, Junior, Interior Design.

Brianne J. Benedict, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Matthias J. Brumbaugh, Junior, Graphic Design; Logan R. Chytraus, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Clarissa C. Clark, Senior, Music; Leo C. Clarke, Junior, Finance.

Austin G. Culver, Junior, Accountancy; Ryan A. Dozler, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Staci Dreher, Senior, Business Administration; Jacob R. Duda, Junior, Music; Michelle R. Egan, Junior, Sociology.

Angela R. Eller, Senior, Liberal Studies; Blake W. Fief, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Jason Gatchet, Senior, Biology; Ka'ipolani Gentile, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Austin J. Gulstrom, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Tarah N. Gustafson, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Rosita A. Gutierrez, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Logan Hagen, Senior, Kinesiology; Nishana J. Hamann, Senior, English; Justin R. Hansen, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Jessica D. Henslee, Senior, Kinesiology; Aaron T. Hiddleson, Senior, Accountancy; Alex D. Hoffer, Senior, Psychology; Katherine C. Hood, Senior, Psychology; Katja V. Horan, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Michael L. Humphrey, Senior, Computer Science; Garrett M. Hurley, Junior, Speech Communication; Lauren N. Johnson, Junior, Apparel Design; John R. Kachaturian-Rosales, Senior, English; Anthony Kahn, Junior, Finance.

Nicole C. Kahn, Senior, Management; Isabella J. Kenny, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Michael J. Ketsdever, Junior, Political Science; Douglas A. Keys, Senior, Civil Engineering; Mitchell H. Keys, Senior, Nuclear Engineering.

Madeline T. Kier, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Lauren R. Kimura, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Meghan M. King, Junior, Kinesiology; Nathan D. Kinkade, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Joshua D. Klautzsch, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.
Brownsville

Straight-A Average: Mikaela J. Gosney, Senior, Natural Resources.

3.5 or Better: Courtney Stenek, Senior, Business Administration.

Crabtree

3.5 or Better: Taylor R. Weaver, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Halsey

Straight-A Average: Danial D. Stutz, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

3.5 or Better: Mandy L. Deaube, Senior, Management; Jade C. Headings, Senior, Marketing.

Harrisburg

Straight-A Average: Garrett G. Ross, Junior, Management; Karina Ruiz Lopez, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Emily S. Smucker, Senior, Speech Communication.

3.5 or Better: Alex M. Ball, Senior, Athletic Training; Alyssa J. Freeman, Senior, English; Miranda K. Huuki, Junior, Kinesiology; Boaz L. Kelson, Junior, Mathematics; Alexandra N. Moran, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.
Lebanon

Straight-A Average: Kelly S. Cornelius, Junior, Nutrition; Kayla L. Mackie, Senior, Public Health; Kyler A. Murphy, Senior, Speech Communication; Orin L. Osborne, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Wyatt E. Osborne, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Julianne E. Robinson, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Samantha D. Spencer, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Alexander N. Albion, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Sarah N. Benthimer, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Tyler A. Berg, Junior, Biology; Jorian M. Bruslind, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Cody T. Christopher, Sophomore, Political Science.

Nathan W. Diebel, Sophomore, History; Jason Foster, Senior, Business Administration; Matthew A. Helget, Junior, Anthropology; Cory J. Hochstetler, Senior, Chemistry; Matthew Z. Huang, Senior, Computer Science.

Jennifer J. Lima, Senior, Liberal Studies; Susan K. Machacek, Senior, Accountancy; Yevgeniy Mikitchenko, Senior, Finance; Thomas Noelcke, Senior, Computer Science; Brian D. Ozarowicz, Senior, Computer Science.

Nathan L. Reed, Senior, Natural Resources; Linda A. Rodriguez, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Rylan J. Rogers, Senior, Speech Communication; Nicholas A. Thoms, Senior, Marketing; Daniel B. Vore, Senior, History.

Jackson T. Wells, Junior, Computer Science; Rong H. Yu, Senior, Mathematics.

Lyons

Straight-A Average: Jonathan D. Schafer, Senior, Graphic Design.

3.5 or Better: Rebecca C. Bright, Freshman, Zoology; Jasmine N. Means, Sophomore, Mathematics.

Scio

Straight-A Average: Marcel A. Ortiz, Senior, Crop and Soil Science; Megan M. Pena, Senior, Liberal Studies.

3.5 or Better: Brooke M. Broadbent, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Jonathan W. Fetterley, Senior, Economics.

Sweet Home

Straight-A Average: Jarid J. Adams, Junior, History; Brandon L. Combs, Senior, Finance; Kishya I. Davis, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Marilee C. Hoyle, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Kitsey Trewin, Senior, Sociology; Andrew T. Worley, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Norajean M. Lemar, Senior, Finance; Kyle McCollum, Junior, History; Christopher J. Melcher, Sophomore, Pre-Forestry; Tiffany J. Miller, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Michelle D. Reynolds, Post Baccalaureate, Natural Resources.

Tangent

3.5 or Better: Anna R. Rist, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.
MALHEUR

Nyssa

3.5 or Better: Daniel Sanchez, Senior, Industrial Engineering.

Ontario

Straight-A Average: Vanesse Chew, Senior, Public Health; Meghan M. Kameshige, Junior, Psychology; Garrett M. Kitamura, Senior, English; Holly E. Rysenga, Senior, Animal Sciences; Erin K. Tanaka, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

3.5 or Better: Nathan K. Andersen, Senior, Crop and Soil Science; Paul D. Erlebach, Senior, Kinesiology; Alexander T. Kameshige, Senior, Bioengineering; Brecklin J. Milton, Junior, Agricultural Business Management; Kole D. Nakamura, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science.

Orlando J. Nunez, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Breanna L. Panages, Senior, Animal Sciences; Rylee P. Salutregui, Junior, Public Health; Amanda Stasinski, Senior, Management; Ricky W. Trejo, Junior, Philosophy.

Vale

Straight-A Average: Mandy N. Wolfe, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Michael C. Young, Senior, Rangeland Sciences.

MARION

Aumsville

Straight-A Average: Raquel R. Albee, Senior, Renewable Materials; Dylan S. Kreiger, Senior, Civil Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Josh L. Hunsaker, Senior, Animal Sciences; Jacob Keiner, Senior, Finance; Oliver B. Pritchard, Senior, Biology.

Aurora

Straight-A Average: Sidney T. Silbernagel, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Sandra Diaz Vazquez, Senior, Accountancy; Aaron J. Garber, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Mark S. Geisler, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Paige A. Myers, Senior, English; Samuel T. Parker, Senior, Ecological Engineering.

Bradi M. Van Atta, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Brooks

Straight-A Average: Benjamin A. Avery, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Gervais
Straight-A Average: Erica Morales Santos, Junior, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Alejandra Rodriguez, Senior, Public Health; Jacob A. Schlechter, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Hubbard


3.5 or Better: Ian R. Oakes, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Benjamin T. Westwood, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Jefferson

Straight-A Average: Donielle F. Miller, Senior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Jennifer Gallegos, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Addie R. Howell, Sophomore, Pre-Communication; Olivia J. Howell, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Sarah E. McGehee, Senior, Music; Diane M. Mitchell, Junior, Sociology.

Alexis R. Paul, Senior, Kinesiology; David W. Phillips, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Keizer

Straight-A Average: Erik J. Adelman, Senior, Civil Engineering; Aaron Fifer, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Shazeya L. Galligan, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Anita M. Olson, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Samuel A. Ozana, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Hailey F. Reed, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Joseph W. Struth, Senior, Computer Science.

3.5 or Better: Brandon J. Bodenhamer, Freshman, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Thomas L. Bonar, Junior, Biology; Gary S. Brittle, Senior, Civil Engineering; Jeremy A. Darst, Junior, Recreation Resource Management; Alexis R. Garcia, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Grant E. Gerstner, Senior, Microbiology; Morgan A. Hoag, Junior, Chemistry; Wyatt R. Hoag, Senior, Civil Engineering; Nissa C. Johnson, Senior, Merchandising Management; Emma D. Jones, Junior, Nutrition.

McKenna C. Kuhns, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Haley E. Lebold, Senior, Biology; Chance K. Lemon, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Jacob M. Lewis, Senior, Computer Science; Travis D. Marks, Senior, Industrial Engineering.

Damien Montague, Junior, Food Science and Technology; Alamjit K. Nagra, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Samantha M. Nixon, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Christopher A. Ott, Senior, Natural Resources; Ellen M. Selander, Junior, Horticulture.

Makenzie N. Swiger, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Vanessa C. Verboort, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Dawson A. Young, Sophomore, Pre-Nuclear Engineering.

Mount Angel

Straight-A Average: Jenna R. Bochsler, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Dylan E. Arritola, Freshman, Agricultural Sciences; Bridget L. Donohue, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Michelle L. McKay, Senior, Agricultural Business Management; Blake G. Traeger, Junior, Crop and Soil Science.
Saint Paul

Straight-A Average: Samantha N. Brentano, Senior, Crop and Soil Science.

3.5 or Better: Sydney E. Brentano, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Sarah A. McKay, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Sara L. Pierson, Junior, Agricultural Business Management; McGwire J. Smith, Freshman, Biology; Cameron M. Stone, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Salem

Straight-A Average: Lily M. Barlow, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Alexandra C. Behnke, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Gillian C. Berry, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Sofia C. Blanco-Mills, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Kazuriah A. Buckley, Senior, Pre-Computer Science; Zachery P. Christenson, Senior, Kinesiology.

Abigail M. Cook, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Joshua S. Coplantz, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Scott G. Cruise, Senior, Animal Sciences; Daniel E. Domme, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Ryan S. Emery, Sophomore, Pre-Accountancy; Fallon E. Gartman, Senior, Kinesiology; Alexander S. Giesbrecht, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Allesondra N. Gilgan, Junior, Zoology; Kerry Glauer, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Luke D. Goertzen, Junior, Computer Science; Kimberly A. Gray, Post Baccalaureate, Psychology; Gillian L. Griffin, Sophomore, Biology; Vinson Guov, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Minato O. Holman, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Bryan R. Kelly, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Christine M. Law, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Stacie E. Lien, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Geordan S. Lightburn, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Sarah E. Litwin, Sophomore, Psychology; Marisa S. Lutz, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Erin N. McNab, Senior, Nutrition; Haley M. Miller, Senior, Public Health.

Jakob A. Nelson, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Matthew R. Paluska, Senior, Kinesiology; Duy Q. Phan, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Alexander Pho, Senior, Philosophy; Yitong Qi, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Carly M. Robertson, Senior, Nutrition; Joshua A. Rollo, Junior, Earth Sciences; Timothy J. Slama, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Tristin N. Sornson, Junior, Hospitality Management; Madison A. Stone, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Emma C. Tornberg, Junior, Microbiology.

Lauren E. Trevis, Senior, Kinesiology; Eliana A. Voronko, Senior, Accountancy; Alexis C. Vrontakis, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Alma E. Whalen, Senior, Political Science.

3.5 or Better: Austin T. Andresen, Junior, Management; Emily A. Appleman, Senior, Biology; Jacob L. Atkinson, Senior, Civil Engineering; Niki Bagasani, Junior, Nutrition; Brady L. Baldwin, Sophomore, Psychology; Cameron M. Barrie, Senior, Computer Science.

Samuel A. Basset, Senior, Management; Charles D. Beckwith, Post Baccalaureate, Mechanical Engineering; Justin M. Bibler, Senior, Computer Science; Courtney L. Bonn, Senior, Computer Science; Nicole S. Brandtjen, Senior, Kinesiology.

Hailey M. Brooks, Sophomore, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Timothy G. Bui, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Emily R. Burney, Senior, Public Health; Celena D. Camacho, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jenna R. Chamness, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; David C. Campbell, Senior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Aaron P. Carlson, Senior, Biology; Iris Carrasco, Post Baccalaureate, Education.

Benjamin L. Carson, Junior, Natural Resources; Kendra D. Carter, Non-Degree Graduate, Non-Degree Graduate; Chad J. Casebeer, Junior, Biology; Emmanuel Castro, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Sophie Clarke, Senior, Management.
Andrew C. Colburn, Junior, Mathematics; Jacob C. Collier, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Hollie J. Conger, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Morgan Conger, Junior, Kinesiology; Emma H. Coonfield, Freshman, Biology; Colin A. Cooper, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.


Patrick C. Eddings, Freshman, Psychology; Garret E. Eisenbrandt, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Shelby M. Elder, Senior, Kinesiology; Alyssa J. Elms, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Karl D. Emmrich, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Courtney K. Evans, Freshman, Pre-Business; Max J. Evers, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Andrea R. Fennimore, Sophomore, English; Aneesa M. Field, Senior, History; Charlotte M. Fish, Senior, Pre-Public Health.

Emma L. Flaherty, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Karyna L. Flocker, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Yurissa Flores-Sanchez, Junior, Exercise and Sport Science; Timothy J. Flowerday, Post Baccalaureate, Civil Engineering; Catherine M. Fountain, Sophomore, Psychology.

Javier Franco, Senior, Computer Science; Kelly K. Fraser, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Cole T. Freeburg, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jorge E. Garibay, Junior, Finance; Sienna K. Gaskins, Senior, Natural Resources; Faith A. Gaviola, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Alison J. Gebhardt, Sophomore, Nutrition.

Tejas R. Godbole, Junior, Microbiology; Maria Gonzalez, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Mitchell L. Gore, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Gabriel D. Guth, Post Baccalaureate, Psychology; Ashley N. Hale, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology.

Katrina Hansen, Senior, Accountancy; Jorga A. Hanson, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Joshua T. Hanson, Senior, Rangeland Sciences; Colton R. Harms, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Spencer T. Helterline, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Kendall E. Henery, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Juliet N. Hewitt, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Colby Hlavinka, Senior, Sociology.

Huy Hoang, Freshman, Biology; Courtney P. Hofstetter, Sophomore, Interior Design; Amber I. Horvath, Senior, Computer Science; Amber M. Howell, Senior, Food Science and Technology; John M. Jablonski, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Gabriel S. Jonas, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Abby R. Jones, Junior, Public Health; Sarah T. Jones, Junior, Kinesiology.

Tatiana V. Karakay, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Riley M. Kargel, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Sophia M. Kea, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Maddie Kerzel, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Liam R. Kucey, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Hannah L. Kutten, Freshman, Music; Monica J. La Joie, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Gina-Marie Labate, Senior, Microbiology; Jimmy Lam, Senior, Biology; Sang J. Lee, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Nicole A. Lent, Junior, Animal Sciences.

Alexander P. Liechty, Sophomore, Music; Joshua A. Lioy, Senior, Computer Science; Allyson J. Lowe, Junior, Civil Engineering; Danica L. Lund, Junior, Biology; Sage A. Lundblade, Junior, Natural Resources; Michael A. Magnello, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Miranda N. Mann, Senior, Psychology.

Ameayalli I. Manon-Ferguson, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Charles K. Marik, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Aleigha A. Mattison, Senior, Accountancy; Alexander T. McArthur, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Katie A. McWilliams, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Sarah J. Mitchell, Senior, Business Administration; Ralph D. Musni, Freshman, Music.

Leanne M. Moore, Senior, Marketing; Amanda L. Nash, Senior, Nutrition; Eni Nako, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Caroline T. Nguyen, Senior, Kinesiology; Jazmin A. Ortiz, Junior, Liberal Studies; Brian W. Ott, Freshman, Pre-Business; Kristina M. Owen, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Mikayla M. Paschall, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Karan A. Patel, Senior, Microbiology; Tanya J. Patzer, Senior, Sociology.

Raul Perez, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Marie N. Petrie, Senior, Forestry; Raja R. Petroff, Senior, Computer Science; Dennis D. Phan, Junior, Biology; Gina Phipps, Senior, Computer...
Science; Gabrielle M. Pollino, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Cloe B. Provost, Sophomore, Political Science; Edgar Quevedo Ramirez, Junior, Psychology.

Brett A. Ragon, Senior, Forestry; Lacee L. Rainey, Junior, Psychology; Natalie G. Redding, Junior, Nutrition; Bethany A. Reding, Senior, Public Health; Kassidee J. Rice, Senior, Kinesiology; Rachel M. Rodecap, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Jesse A. Rodriguez, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Tanner J. Rodriguez, Senior, Marketing; Andrea L. Ronkin, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Grant J. Roth, Sophomore, Horticulture; Jodi Roth, Junior, Spanish; Miranda A. Roth, Senior, Speech Communication.

Raquel B. Sanchez, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Kassaundra M. Sanders, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Destinee N. Sandlin, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Tanner L. Scharer, Senior, Civil Engineering; Rishi S. Seshadri, Senior, Microbiology; Forrest Z. Shumate, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Kailey M. Skelton, Junior, Microbiology; Tyler J. Skelton, Senior, Computer Science; Allison L. Sladek, Senior, Computer Science; Dylan M. Smith, Post Baccalaureate, Natural Resources; Amanda D. Snyder, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Tyson G. Stancliff, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Connor C. Suderman, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Natalie J. Suderman, Senior, Computer Science; Scott R. Svdalenak, Junior, Chemistry; Iris L. Taylor, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Amanda L. Tern, Senior, Marketing; Theresa A. Thurston, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering; My T. Tran, Junior, Public Health; Jake W. Triance, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Joel T. Turner, Junior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Jimmy Van, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Noah R. Vanderburgh, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Julie T. Vo, Senior, Management; Harlan J. Waldrop, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Tyler Walters, Senior, Kinesiology.

Michael H. Wan, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Shelby L. Wilkins, Sophomore, Nutrition; Joshua C. Winans, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Aleksa A. Wood, Senior, Business Information Systems; Nicole A. Worden, Freshman, Agricultural Sciences; Chandler J. Wren, Freshman, Pre-Business; Joseph K. Yates, Junior, Biology; Calvy C. Yue, Senior, Finance; Aaron M. Zielinski, Junior, Crop and Soil Science.

Amy E. Zimmer, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Mandi M. Zitzelberger, Junior, Psychology.

Silverton

Straight-A Average: Colleen G. Ferry, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering; Kirk A. Martinson, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Courtney M. Roth, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Ally J. Schmidt, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Monica N. Steele, Senior, Mathematics.

Izaak N. Tobin, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science.

3.5 or Better: Vanessa Barnes, Junior, Zoology; Katelyn M. Brazelton, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Kendra C. Crist, Senior, Business Administration; Patrick J. Doyle, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Emma L. Freaufl, Junior, Music.

John H. Friedrick, Senior, Liberal Studies; Carolyn J. Kopp, Junior, Psychology; Cheyla L. Moranchel, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Logan N. Munson, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Meagan Ratliff, Senior, Kinesiology.

Lindsey R. Roth, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Stephanie D. Russ, Senior, Kinesiology; Jonathan M. Sisley, Senior, Kinesiology; Levi G. Stadeli, Junior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt.

Stayton
3.5 or Better: Heather L. Anderson, Senior, Horticulture; Trevor J. Dolby, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Brandon J. Kerr, Senior, Accountancy; Bianca Ramos-Navarro, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Hannah L. Sroccca, Senior, Forestry.
   Zachary M. Sherman, Senior, Computer Science; Anna M. Smith, Senior, Marketing.

Sublimity

3.5 or Better: Anneliese C. Doerfler, Junior, Finance; Kaylee A. Duchateau, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Cody T. Heuberger, Senior, Civil Engineering; Erin C. Lulay, Freshman, Pre-Business; Makiah I. Merritt, Senior, Computer Science.
   Julianne M. Paige, Senior, Anthropology.

Turner

Straight-A Average: Michelle C. Atchison, Senior, Kinesiology; Jessee L. Bogenoff, Senior, Civil Engineering; Jon D. Remy, Sophomore, Animal Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Justine T. Bender, Junior, Psychology; Austin N. Martin, Sophomore, Microbiology; James E. Westby, Senior, Accountancy.

Woodburn

Straight-A Average: Paloma Carrasco, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Tyler J. Lawson, Senior, Computer Science; Kelli L. Miller, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Sarah-Cate C. Antoine, Post Baccalaureate, Biology; Amanda J. Beyer, Freshman, Pre-Business; Antonina Efimoff, Senior, Management; Patricia Gonzalez Cruz, Junior, Biology; Brenda Hernandez, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.
   Kenya I. Juarez, Senior, Speech Communication; Sunya S. Kedir, Freshman, Pre-Business; Nancy Leon, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Pedro Nava Ortiz, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Yuridia Reyes, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.
   Jesse Ulibarri, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Nicholas J. Waite, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Marissa L. Whitford, Freshman, Political Science; Ashley J. Williamson, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Craig M. Zollner, Junior, Business Administration.

MORROW

Boardman

3.5 or Better: Sonia A. Barrera, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Erick Rodriguez, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Heppner

Straight-A Average: Garrett K. Robinson, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Caitlynn N. Bailey, Sophomore, Pre-Business Information Sys.

Ione

Straight-A Average: Oskar M. Peterson, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.
3.5 or Better: August H. Peterson, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

Irrigon

3.5 or Better: McKenzie L. Byrd, Junior, Public Health; Adriana Sanchez, Senior, Accountancy.

MULTNOMAH

Corbett

Straight-A Average: Marina M. Clark, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Heidi A. Clayton, Senior, Computer Science; Taylor J. Fahlman, Senior, Computer Science; Konner E. Holden, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Cedar Mackaness, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Chad M. Pulliam, Sophomore, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt.

Maxamilian A. Purvine, Senior, Nutrition; Katherine A. Riley, Junior, Biology; Cody W. Scharzenberger, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Trey S. Smith, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Makenna J. Stafford, Sophomore, Nutrition.

Clesson R. Woodward, Sophomore, Biology.

Fairview

3.5 or Better: Andrew A. Collier, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Kendra R. Jones, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Lillian G. Linder, Sophomore, Psychology; McKayla L. Meier, Sophomore, Earth Sciences; Marilyn V. Tran, Sophomore, Microbiology.

Kevin J. Turkington, Junior, Computer Science.

Gresham

Straight-A Average: Justin S. Bates, Senior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Juliana D. Brown, Junior, Biology; Alexander J. Bump, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Bailey K. Burk, Junior, Microbiology; Josie L. Camat, Junior, Graphic Design.

Noah W. Cook, Junior, Economics; Samuel L. Dorning, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Rachel R. Hohbach, Senior, Mathematics; Brenna E. McBride, Junior, Earth Sciences; Phillip O. Mestas III, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

Conner G. Price, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Melissa R. Smith, Senior, General Science; Colton D. Stensrud, Sophomore, Microbiology; Hannah L. Triplett, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Sydney E. Turner, Junior, Biology.

Heather E. Woodruff, Junior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Alex J. Baasten, Freshman, Pre-Business; Kylie M. Baker, Sophomore, Merchandising Management; Paige A. Barr, Senior, Merchandising Management; Bryce K. Beattie, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Caitlin N. Bethmann, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

Christina Bui, Senior, Biology; Michelle R. Chase, Junior, Zoology; Koleman M. Convery, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering; Alexandra N. DeFrance, Junior, Political Science; Andrea S. Dennis, Sophomore, Biology.

Ryne M. Deyoe, Junior, Biology; Anthony A. Dollowitch, Senior, Civil Engineering; Shannon S. Ernst, Senior, Computer Science; Sonica Gupta, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Melissa D. Gwinn, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.
Ty Haggerty, Senior, Computer Science; Rebecca H. Harris, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Madison R. Jacobson, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Alexandre D. Jorge, Senior, English; Zachary D. Kendall, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Mylisa Y. Krueger, Senior, Apparel Design; Austin M. Kuns, Freshman, Pre-Business; Christopher G. Mal, Freshman, Pre-Business; Ryan N. McDowell, Senior, Business Information Systems; Sydney L. Olson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Stevie M. Peters, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Amy J. Salisbury, Junior, Civil Engineering; Sergio R. Sanchez, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Daisy Sanchez Toscano, Senior, University Exploratory Studies; Kelsey S. Scully, Senior, Biology.

Nathan J. Smith, Senior, Civil Engineering; Madison R. Statler, Senior, Bioengineering; Johnathan T. Tenny, Senior, Forest Engineering; Rebecca S. Thomas, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Daisy Ubaldo-Zurita, Junior, Ethnic Studies.

Tanner J. Wingfield, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Portland

Straight-A Average: Michael C. Aimonetto, Sophomore, Mathematics; Megan E. Alhadeff, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Nikhil Anand, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Umayal Annamalai, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Swecha Banskota, Senior, Biology; Faith V. Barchers, Senior, Anthropology; Miriam L. Barnes, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Adam J. Barton, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Jared A. Beale, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Kevin W. Bishop, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Molly E. Bluhm, Senior, Civil Engineering; Jarod W. Breslin, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Michael T. Butz, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Nicole A. Cannon, Post Baccalaureate, Natural Resources; Ashley E. Carlberg, Junior, Animal Sciences.

Allen M. Chan, Senior, Radiation Health Physics; Trisha J. Chau, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Raydon Cho, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Ayush Choudhury, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Mckenna S. Christian, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Nina J. Caplan, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Mattia C. Carbonaro, Sophomore, Physics; Arthur G. Chan, Senior, Kinesiology; Daron Chang, Senior, Zoology; Elsie R. Charles, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Gillian M. Chase, Sophomore, Biology; Zhuo C. Chen, Sophomore, Microbiology; Kyle C. Chin, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Jordan T. Coelho, Post Baccalaureate, Microbiology; Kyle M. Coleman, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Kyle S. Corbett, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Brian R. Cross, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Katherine A. Darke, Junior, English; Margaret E. Davison, Senior, Mathematics; Aaron N. Didner, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Dustin S. Diep, Senior, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Pavel V. Dikov, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Hien M. Dinh, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Theresa N. Dinh, Senior, Biology; Griffin S. Drake, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Sol Dressa, Junior, Public Health; David Duong, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jennifer L. Duong, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Jessica L. Duong, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Tony Duong, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Jaclyn M. Egan, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Duncan Ellinwood, Senior, Microbiology; Erica M. Ewton, Sophomore, Microbiology.

Alessandra B. Ferriso, Sophomore, English; Samuel J. Field, Senior, Biology; Cody L. Finnell, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Keena Fraser-Griffin, Freshman, Pre-Interiors; Lyubomir Gankov, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Kyle J. Getsiv, Freshman, Pre-Business; Varun Gopinath, Sophomore, Biology; Rachael S. Gore, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Jinyoung A. Ha, Senior, Kinesiology; Evan J. Haning, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Kennedy A. Hedges, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health.

Gregory A. Heinonen, Sophomore, Public Health; Jonathan T. Herinekxx, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Molly A. Herinekxx, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Ethan S. Heusser, Senior, English; Blake A. Hilary, Sophomore, Recreation Resource Management; Christopher M. Hinkle, Senior,
Chemical Engineering; Noah J. Hoffman, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Tommy C. Hollenberg, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Douglas S. Holman, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Dakota C. Howarth, Junior, Pre-Business; Mika L. Ingram, Junior, Public Health.

Shaina L. Jachter, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Savannah A. Jenson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alyssa M. Johnson, Sophomore, Psychology; Emily R. Johnson, Senior, Biology; Kameron T. Kauffman, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Charles T. Kawasaki, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Andrew Kittrell, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Jarrett R. Knodel, Senior, Nutrition; Jada F. Krening, Sophomore, Political Science.

Alexandra C. Krueger, Senior, Kinesiology; Jalen M. Ladd, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Jesse A. Laney, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Andrew S. Larson, Senior, Forestry; Mai N. Le, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Phuc H. Le, Senior, Food Science and Technology.

Benjamin K. Lee, Junior, Kinesiology; Jonathan S. Lee, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Dennis H. Li, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Christopher N. Lu, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering; Quentin A. Luuvaas, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Tiffany Ma, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Jolanne M. Maddock, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Andrew G. Marshall, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Benjamin P. Martin, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

Esther Matthews, Senior, Political Science; Zachary T. McCourt, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Madelyn C. McQuilliam, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Luke V. Miletta, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Alex B. Mikes, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Cassidy J. Morillo, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Nicole M. Moussa, Sophomore, Psychology; Thomas W. Murphy, Junior, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Robert W. Naemura, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Doanh T. Nguyen, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Kevin T. Nguyen, Sophomore, Microbiology; Minh T. Nguyen, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Vincent H. Nguyen, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Alice A. Ochs, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Stephen E. Oh, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Josie L. Oleson, Senior, Nutrition; Jessica H. O'Loughlin, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Carter J. Olsen, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.

Natasha A. Ostertag-Hill, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Bailey M. Oswald, Junior, Speech Communication; James Pham, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Terri T. Pham, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Jennifer A. Piacentini, Sophomore, Psychology; Taylor M. Prichard, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Tuscany T. Posey, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Vinod K. Ramesh, Senior, Computer Science; Jacob J. Remboldt, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Matthew A. Reynolds, Sophomore, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Alexis A. Rietze, Senior, Graphic Design; James M. Scanlan, Senior, Sociology; Abby L. Schamp, Senior, Economics; Emily E. Schechterman, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Mitchell H. Schenk, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Benjamin I. Sharkansky, Senior, Mathematics; Ryan E. Shin, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Justin T. Silvey, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; William R. Sims, Junior, Computer Science; Logan M. Smesrud, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Delaney A. Smith, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Richard I. Smith, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Christopher R. Snyder, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Steven W. Soo, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Samantha C. Stember, Senior, Graphic Design; Christine A. Stinson, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Marianne Y. Stites, Senior, Biology; Colleen M. Sullivan, Junior, Kinesiology; Abigail L. Thompson, Senior, Spanish.

Stephanie A. Trujillo, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Jacob G. Van de Lindt, Sophomore, Pre-Nuclear Engineering; Tina X. Vo, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Julia K. Waters, Senior, Sociology; Kaylynn M. Weiss, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Owen T. Welch, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Lane K. Williams, Junior, Kinesiology; Casey K. Wilson, Senior, Biology; Brendan M. Withercome, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Wiley H. Wolfe, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Finn E. Womack, Senior, Mathematics; Jane C. Wong, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Cate Z. Wrege, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Wen C. Wu, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Margaret E. Yates, Sophomore, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Tony Zhen, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.
3.5 or Better: Ian M. Abbene, Senior, Pre-Computer Science; Nicole K. Acacio, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Alec N. Adams, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Madeleine T. Adams, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Erin A. Aldridge, Freshman, Pre-Merchandising Management; Michael E. Allcock, Senior, Earth Sciences; Ido Almog, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Dakota J. Alton, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Carmen Alzaga-Elizondo, Senior, Management; Lynne Amano, Senior, Renewable Materials; Jason P. Amar, Sophomore, Pre-Marketing; Ariana B. Anderson, Junior, Nutrition; Felicia M. Anderson, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts.

Jordan S. Anderson, Senior, Biology; Ashley K. Arenz, Freshman, Pre-Business; Katherine J. Atkinson, Sophomore, Liberal Studies; Savanna L. Avila-Crump, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Apoorva Ayyagari, Senior, Bioengineering; Mary P. Bachman, Freshman, Kinesiology; Jordan E. Badden, Junior, Animal Sciences; Layli E. Baghdadi, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Helena K. Bai, Senior, Computer Science; Dakota S. Baird, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Raymond J. Baldwin, Junior, Political Science; Meghan Bali, Freshman, Chemistry; Emily A. Baranski, Freshman, Pre-Public Health; Alicia K. Bauer, Freshman, Pre-Business; Matthew W. Bayer, Senior, Microbiology; Edwin W. Becker, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Matthew A. Beckers, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Cameron S. Bennett, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Jordan T. Berger, Senior, Finance; Gillian E. Bergmann, Junior, Bioresource Research.

Katie A. Bewley, Senior, Environmental Econ and Policy; Jackson C. Bizjak, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering; Justin A. Bloom, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Cole T. Boileau, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Brian D. Boly, Senior, Computer Science; Rahul S. Borkar, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Trevor A. Bovero, Junior, Business Administration; Sarah M. Braaten, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jenna E. Brandis, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health.

Mitchell R. Brenton, Junior, Management; Rachael M. Brickson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Hailey E. Brucker, Senior, Kinesiology; William B. Buffum, Senior, Computer Science; Sarah M. Buhl, Junior, Kinesiology; Sara D. Bunch-Benson, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management; Nathan Burnett, Senior, Computer Science; Allison P. Burns, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Courtney H. Cabana, Junior, Kinesiology.

Amy M. Caldwell, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jack W. Callahan, Senior, Marketing; Thomas R. Callahan, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Vivian M. Calvin, Senior, Civil Engineering; Mora A. Camplair, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Jia W. Cao, Junior, Finance; Elliott L. Capek, Senior, Physics; Daniel J. Carr, Sophomore, Pre-Energy Systems Engineering; Artemio A. Carrillo, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineering.

Sarah A. Carroll, Sophomore, Economics; Allison H. Carter, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Madison P. Caster, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management; Shanmukh P. Challa, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Michael S. Chan, Senior, Computer Science; Sharon H. Chan, Junior, Public Health.

Claire E. Chappuis, Non-Degree Undergr, University Exploratory Studies; Martin H. Chasehill, Junior, Finance; Justin N. Chau, Senior, Pre-Bioengineering; Annie Chen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Danny Chen, Sophomore, Biology.

Jia J. Chen, Senior, Computer Science; Lily Chen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Qiping M. Chen, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Ryan W. Chin, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Serena Chiu, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Jordyn M. Clarke, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Nicholas P. Clemens, Senior, Graphic Design; Tal Collins, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Chase B. Colman, Junior, Computer Science.

Nico V. Conahan, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Cole B. Corrigan, Senior, Accountancy; Anya L. Corwin, Junior, Art; George M. Crary, Senior, Computer Science; Amanda J. Crawford, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Ivana N. Dang, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Kathy T. Dang, Senior, Biology; Grace L. Dawald, Freshman, Music.

Talia W. Deady, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Peter de Roos, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Susannah R. Dickerson, Junior, History; Katherine A. Dierickx, Senior, Marketing; Ciin S Dim, Senior,
Computer Science; Chetan Dindukurthi, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Nicholas M. Domenico, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Calder R. Dorn, Senior, Bioengineering; Klee R. Dorn, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Caitlyn J. Douglas, Senior, Music; Jessica L. Dowdy, Freshman, Psychology; Lam T. Duc, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Valerie R. Duncan, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Zackary A. Dupee, Junior, Pre-Business; Molly R. Durbin, Senior, Merchandising Management; Alexander J. Duval, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Alexander T. Edwards, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Michael J. Elliott, Junior, Computer Science; Rachel A. Epps, Freshman, Kinesiology; Joseph A. Espero, Freshman, Kinesiology; Jeremy C. Espinosa, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Weston D. Fassiotto, Senior, Civil Engineering; Jennifer L. Fessler, Senior, Public Health; Annika T. Filip, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Luke A. Finnell, Freshman, Pre-Business; Mariella V. Fischer, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Trevor J. Folskafung, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Benjamin P. Fondell, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Riley M. Ford, Sophomore, Pre-Communication; Caitlin J. Fouts, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering; Tiernan B. Fox, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Brenna J. Foy, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Johannes S. Freischuetz, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Calvin J. Gagliano, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Glen S. Galant, Senior, Civil Engineering; Benjamin M. Gallegos, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Zayza J. Gallop-Hoyle, Senior, Psychology; Clara T. Gambee, Freshman, Psychology; Mitchell T. Gatzeke, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Roman P. Gaviola, Sophomore, Biology; Madison G. Gebhardt, Junior, Psychology.

Alexis M. Geiszler, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Zachary M. Gerard, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Austin W. Gernhart, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Andrew T. Getty, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Lauren R. Gibson, Senior, Civil Engineering; Padraig J. Gillen, Senior, Computer Science; Sean M. Gillen, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering.

John W. Gooding, Junior, Physics; Elina Gouw, Sophomore, Biology; Ellie L. Graham, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Jared S. Grant, Junior, Biology; Meredith R. Gray, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Tillia R. Griffin, Senior, Sociology; Abigail E. Griffiths, Senior, Bioengineering; Aidan T. Grimshaw, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

Zachary R. Grubb, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Alex N. Gruber, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology; Kevin Z. Guan, Senior, Computer Science; Craig A. Gulla, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology; Riley Hackley, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Cary J. Hagan, Sophomore, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Audrina D. Hahn, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Dylan E. Hamilton, Freshman, Pre-Business; Julia M. Hammel, Freshman, Pre-Business; Kenna M. Hanson, Senior, Interior Design; Sakib T. Haque, Sophomore, Biology; Kenneth C. Hardebeck, Junior, English; Kevin N. Hare, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Conor G. Harris, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Jonah B. Harris, Senior, Psychology; Ami C. Hawley, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science.

Charles T. Hay, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Sarah L. Hayes, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ella M. Hickcox, Junior, Public Health; Alexander C. Higley, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Amber S. Hill, Sophomore, Apparel Design; Joshua P. Hill, Junior, Pre-Business; Logan W. Hillerns, Junior, Graphic Design; Peyton O. Himelfarb, Freshman, Psychology.

Christine Hoang, Senior, Psychology; Hong Lien T. Hoang, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Kelli H. Hoang, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Kim N. Hoang, Senior, Biology; Thu N. Hoang, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Hannah E. Hochenedel, Senior, Psychology; John P. Hockley, Junior, Business Information Systems; Thomas T. Hope, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Ryan A. Howe, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology; Ryan T. Howerton, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Madasyn L. Hsu, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Andy Hua, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Teresa X. Huang, Freshman, Kinesiology; Dylan B. Huard, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Joel D. Hudson, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering.
Nykell D. Hunter, Senior, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Celine T. Huynh, Sophomore, Bioresource Research; Hannah X. Huynh, Senior, Mathematics; Tony C. Huynh, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Natalie A. Hwee, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Taylor J. Inseck, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Emma L. Irvin, Senior, Political Science; Samuel T. Jacobs, Post Baccalaureate, Elect & Computer Engineering; Olivia A. Jackson, Freshman, Pre-Public Health; Nicholas J. Jeffreys, Senior, Computer Science; Fischer G. Jemison, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Emma L. Johnstone, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts.

Tanner R. Johnson, Sophomore, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Donald H. Joyce, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Sabrina L. Kapp, Sophomore, Biology; Supriya L. Kapur, Junior, Computer Science; Daniel T. Karter, Junior, Forestry; Amita Kashyap, Senior, Bioresource Research; Madeline M. Kath, Senior, Animal Sciences.

Benjamin O. Kawasaki, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Kamron L. Kayhani, Junior, Biology; Alexandria C. Kershner, Senior, Biology; Hargobind S. Khalsa, Senior, Civil Engineering; Emma L. Kiefel, Freshman, Pre-Merchandising Management; Joeun S. Kim, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Jonath S. Kim, Freshman, Pre-Accountancy.

Julia H. Kim, Sophomore, Public Health; Thang L. Kim, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Shannon K. Kimball, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Abigail E. Kimbrough, Senior, Physics; Hana R. Kimmelman, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design; Nathaniel B. Klein, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; William H. Kniecic, Senior, Marketing; Sarah A. Knodel, Junior, Zoology; James M. Knuds, Senior, Industrial Engineering.

Erin R. Koch, Freshman, Economics; Meghana Kolasani, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Kaitlyn S. Kohlenberg, Senior, English; Crystal E. Kyanko, Sophomore, Psychology; Cristian J. Lackner, Senior, Pre-Business; Andrew B. Lake, Junior, Kinesiology; Alvin Lam, Sophomore, Microbiology; Junhui Lao, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Brody L. Larson, Senior, Management.

Eve D. Lathrop, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Alexander G. Laub, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Adam T. Lawler, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Samantha A. Lay, Freshman, Political Science; Ai-Han T. Le, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Alissa K. Le, Junior, Public Health.

Angel X. Le, Junior, Biology; Anna T. Le, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Alexandra F. Leamy, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Daniel S. Lee, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Dennis G. Lee, Senior, Computer Science; Lillian A. Lee, Senior, General Science; Michael W. Lee, Senior, Computer Science; Sangheon Lee, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Rui Y. Lei, Junior, Public Health.

Timothy M. Lewis, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Victor A. Li, Senior, Computer Science; Lixuan Lin, Senior, Bioengineering; Zhan F. Lin, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Natalie V. Lorati, Sophomore, Pre-Management; Phoebe H. Luc, Junior, Nutrition; Yun L. Luo, Freshman, Bioresource Research; Naixuan Ma, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Katherine E. Macaulay, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Andrew M. MacMillan, Freshman, Pre-Finance; Reem B. Maqdas Haso, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Serena W. Mashal, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Susmitha Matlapudi, Sophomore, Chemistry; Helene P. Matschek, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Kelsey R. McCall, Senior, Marketing; Grant D. McConachie, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Nathan W. McEmrys, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

Megan K. McEwen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Natalie M. McKinnon, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Jady L. McMullan, Junior, Pre-Public Health; Makenna M. McMillen, Junior, Psychology; Samuel J. Medica, Senior, Biology; Genna K. Mettler, Junior, Graphic Design; Grace E. Mettler, Junior, Management; Luke B. Meyer, Senior, History; Glenn T. Miller, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Sophia C. Miller, Junior, Nutrition; Alva W. Mitchell, Junior, Renewable Materials.

Michaela A. Mockler-Martens, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Richelle K. Mockler-Martens, Senior, Civil Engineering; Thomas E. Moore, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Alden C. Moss, Senior, Bioengineering; Kelly C. Murphy, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering; Isaly M. Murrell, Senior, Merchandising Management; Henry P. Nadeau, Freshman, Pre-Forest Engineering.

Cocoro A. Nagasaka, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Ian A. Nakamura, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Aiden J. Nelson, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Harley D. Nerheim-
Chereck, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Spencer H. Newcomb, Junior, Finance; Brice J. Ng, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Nhu U. Ngo, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Vincent Ngo, Sophomore, Biology; Calvin S. Nguyen, Senior, Kinesiology; Hamy T. Nguyen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Henry H. Nguyen, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Kevin K. Nguyen, Junior, Pre-Business; Lananh H. Nguyen, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Lynn Nguyen, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Phillip B. Nguyen, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Phuong Henry T. Nguyen, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Phuong Uyen C. Nguyen, Senior, Psychology; Thinh V. Nguyen, Senior, Civil Engineering; Tien M. Nguyen, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Vy T. Nguyen, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Yen T. Nguyen, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Zach T. Niebergall, Freshman, Pre-Business; Kelsang C. Nima, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Jacoby B. Norton, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Fionn C. O'Longaigh, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; William R. Olsen, Senior, Computer Science; Aidan F. O'Malley, Senior, Computer Science.

Catherine E. Ordway, Junior, Mathematics; Quinton L. Osborn, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Angela A. Ott, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Michael M. Ouanesisouk, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Esteban H. Pacinco, Senior, Animal Sciences; Anne A. Parham, Senior, Civil Engineering; Sydney A. Parham, Sophomore, Psychology; Grace N. Paris, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Jacob W. Parsons, Senior, Crop and Soil Science.

Kyungsu Park, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Nicole E. Partch, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Kaelan R. Patel, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Shivam H. Patel, Senior, Finance; Charles M. Pebenito, Sophomore, Pre-Accountancy; Theodora B. Perednia, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Tswei Peng, Junior, Computer Science; Nathanial J. Pereira, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Evan A. Peters, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Lillian R. Peters, Junior, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Anna L. Peterson, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Henry D. Peterson, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Jessica L. Peterson, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Evan L. Pham, Junior, Kinesiology; Kevin V. Pham, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Robert D. Powers III, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; James A. Preston, Senior, Biology; Derek F. Price, Senior, Graphic Design; Thomas E. Prihoda, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Sean A. Prior, Senior, Economics; Chris M. Provencher, Senior, Business Administration; Ashley E. Pulscak, Sophomore, Biology; Kendall M. Quinlan, Junior, Sociology; Jay W. Raitt, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Monique A. Ramras, Senior, Biology; Jacob C. Randall, Freshman, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Hannah K. Ranney, Senior, Psychology; Ian Redding, Junior, Recreation Resource Management; Nicholas E. Reed, Freshman, Pre-Business; Matthew K. Reents, Sophomore, Pre-Accountancy; David R. Reichle, Senior, Biology; Amelia G. Riesinger, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Kyler J. Roberts, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Eduardo Rodriguez Avalos, Junior, Spanish.

Clark K. Roepel, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Lillian M. Root, Sophomore, Anthropology; William M. Rosch, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Charles M. Roselli, Freshman, Pre-Forestry; Ben L. Rosene, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Matthew A. Rubio, Sophomore, English.

Matthew D. Ruka, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Carl R. Rydell, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Jorge V. Salazar-Romero, Senior, Finance; Anna R. Salber, Sophomore, Social Science; Ronald M. Salinas, Junior, Computer Science; Edgar E. Sanchez, Senior, Psychology.

Meagan E. Sandoval, Sophomore, Merchandising Management; Prathik Sanneey, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Sara R. Sargent, Junior, Graphic Design; Courtney E. Sawhill, Senior, Pre-Merchandising Management; Christina M. Schoen, Sophomore, Biology; William W. Schreiber, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Ian A. Scriven, Junior, Nutrition; Naser A. Shaheen, Senior, Mathematics; Robert Shannon, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Andrew K. Shelton, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Ethan Shields, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Sydney E. Sirgy, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Patrick V. Sellars, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kevin A. Shimomaeda, Senior, Psychology.

Jacey L. Silk, Senior, Accountancy; Lauren D. Smith, Junior, Pre-Radiation Health Physics; Mackenzie L. Snyder, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Mark J. Snyder, Post Baccalaureate, Environmental
Engineering; Harrisen B. Stach, Senior, Civil Engineering; Meghan A. Stack, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Jason M. Stallkamp, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Madeline C. Stapleton, Junior, Kinesiology; Zoe K. Steine Hanson, Senior, Pre-Computer Science.

Emily J. Stephens, Freshman, Psychology; Samantha R. Stone, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Emily A. Stull, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Kaci E. Sumner, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Aastha Suri, Junior, Public Health; Owen R. Sutter, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Kaleb E. Swoverland, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Raeesah Taher, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Ryan D. Tai, Junior, Sociology; Raymond Tat, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Luke W. Taylor, Senior, Natural Resources; Allison P. Tep, Junior, Pre-Public Health; Molly A. Test, Freshman, Kinesiology; Marie D. Thompson, Freshman, Bioresource Research; Myranda R. Thompson, Junior, Graphic Design; Quinn B. Thompson, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

Nicholas A. Tomich, Sophomore, History; Hayden T. Ton, Senior, Biology; Alex Q. Tran, Senior, Biology; Billy X. Tran, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; David A. Tran, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Justin P. Tran, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Monica Tran, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Nathan L. Tran, Senior, Public Health; Valentina N. Tran, Senior, Biology; Evan W. Tschuy, Senior, Computer Science; James T. Tucker, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Nicholas J. Turina, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Alaura A. Unger, Senior, Apparel Design; Dmitriy V. Vakulchik, Senior, Biology.

Matthew R. Van Gordon, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Taylor M. Van Gordon, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Luke T. Van Hoomissen, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Veronica M. Vann, Junior, Bioresource Research; Christian W. Vedder, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Forestry; Esteban A. Vega, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Nicole T. Vega, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; John M. Vergis, Sophomore, Chemistry; Ruby S. Vise, Junior, Zoology; Jessica M. Vo, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Elijah C. Voigt, Senior, Computer Science; Spencer C. Wagner, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Justin R. Waletich, Senior, Microbiology.

Ethan N. Wallace, Senior, Psychology; Alyssa G. Wallstrum, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Ryan D. Warrick, Senior, Business Information Systems; Benjamin Warschauer, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering; Alex T. Weingarten, Senior, Music; Julia M. Whitaker, Junior, Pre-Environmental Engineering; Sabrina N. Wight, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Alexandra L. Whitish, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Jeremy C. Willcock, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Gillian R. Williams, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Douglas G. Wilson, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Hannah M. Wilson, Senior, Pre-Business; Nathan D. Winczewski, Senior, Business Information Systems; Holly A. Wise, Freshman, Nutrition.

Sydney T. Wisner, Junior, Graphic Design; Erica L. Wong, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Cody M. Wood, Junior, Exercise and Sport Science; Honghao Xu, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Bona Yang, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Chung C. Yang, Junior, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Kanon Yasuhara, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Eli Yazzolino Gilbert, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Salena Yip, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Andrew H. Yoon, Senior, Bioengineering; Dylan C. Young, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Linsa Zhan, Junior, English; Jenny Z. Zhu, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Linda Z. Zhu, Junior, Public Health.

Eric A. Zimmerman, Junior, Psychology; Mario Zivanovic, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Jayne E. Zook, Post Baccalaureate, Nutrition; Anna P. Zupan, Senior, Accountancy.

Troutdale

Straight-A Average: Brianna N. Velasquez, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Cole C. Andresen, Junior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Natasha J. Andrews, Senior, Biology; Samantha E. Cooper, Senior, Speech Communication; Alison L. Flynn, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Serena K. Gaines, Freshman, Kinesiology.
Natalie A. Herge, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Gina H. Kim, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Nicholas A. Lommasson, Senior, Forest Engineering; Daley R. Mckay, Junior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Chloe A. Melton, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.
Sione A. Ofa, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Cameron J. Ross, Senior, Botany; Conor S. Stewart, Junior, Kinesiology; Katelynn N. Whittle, Freshman, Music.

Wood Village

3.5 or Better: Jarrod J. Hollis, Senior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Stephanie P. Yang, Senior, University Exploratory Studies.

POLK

Dallas

Straight-A Average: Janet H. Ferguson, Senior, Chemistry; Dana J. Taylor, Junior, Pre-Public Health; Hallie A. Van Elsberg-Outryve, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Justin M. Aldrich, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Anne S. Barrientos, Junior, Anthropology; Marissa M. Brewen, Junior, Nutrition; Tyler J. Curtis, Senior, Forest Engineering; Charles J. Drake, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Forestry.
Layla K. Field, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Conner J. Maclean, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Joseph P. Orton, Junior, Biology; Kristi L. Pedersen, Senior, Bioengineering; Sho R. Talmadge, Senior, Psychology.

Falls City

3.5 or Better: Stephen Gibbel, Senior, Mathematics.

Grand Ronde

3.5 or Better: Cameron E. Culp, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Marisa E. Mode, Senior, Rangeland Sciences.

Independence

Straight-A Average: Stephen Hinkle, Senior, English.

3.5 or Better: Alexxa D. Gonzalez, Sophomore, Psychology; Matthew G. Grandquist, Senior, Biology; Megan R. Marchand, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Kyle J. Miller, Sophomore, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Monmouth

Straight-A Average: Makayla R. Kachlein, Senior, Animal Sciences; Trevor Nash, Sophomore, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Hanna R. Brown, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Samuel P. Hoffman, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Karlie J. Holmgren, Senior, Business Administration; Julia L. Kenyon, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design; Anne C. Snell, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.
Emily F. Wells, Senior, Sociology.
Rickreall

Straight-A Average: Bridget H. Regan, Senior, Zoology.

3.5 or Better: Jenna Drader, Senior, Nutrition.

SHERMAN

Moro

3.5 or Better: Riley C. Brown, Senior, Agricultural Business Management.

Rufus

Straight-A Average: Blake A. Evans, Junior, Kinesiology; Brett J. Evans, Junior, Kinesiology.

TILLAMOOK

Bay City

Straight-A Average: Salena L. Clifton, Senior, English.

Cloverdale

Straight-A Average: Andrea C. Kenagy, Senior, Liberal Studies.

3.5 or Better: Rebecca L. Windle, Senior, Forestry.

Nehalem

Straight-A Average: Alaina K. Holm, Junior, Music.

3.5 or Better: Nathan S. Imholt, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Tillamook

Straight-A Average: Jedidiah W. Coon, Senior, Biology; Todd M. Josi, Senior, Forestry; Logan W. Weeks, Senior, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Haley P. Emerson, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Noah A. Jenck, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Kennady L. Johnson, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Philippe A. Josi, Sophomore, Psychology; Brittney R. Main, Senior, Mathematics.

Nathan J. McRae, Senior, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Leandra K. Putman, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Madison M. Stephenson, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Tessa C. Streeter, Junior, Management; Tyler M. Weber, Senior, Accountancy.

Wheeler

Straight-A Average: Dana D. Moore, Senior, Biology.
Adams

3.5 or Better: Jerad R. Croswell, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Athena

Straight-A Average: Molly C. Von Borstel, Senior, Graphic Design.

3.5 or Better: Danielle L. Dearing, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Ronald F. Terjeson, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

Echo

3.5 or Better: Jacob A. Murstig, Junior, Crop and Soil Science; Devin M. Sather, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

Hermiston

Straight-A Average: Tanner A. Smith, Sophomore, Music; Julio C. Sotelo, Senior, Spanish; Laura C. Zepeda, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Erin M. Bequette, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Bailey Burns, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Chantal M. Hinkley, Junior, English; Mackenzie L. Juul, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kaajal D. Mishra, Junior, Food Science and Technology.

Karen G. Montes, Senior, Marketing; Briana H. Wolfe, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Milton Freewater

3.5 or Better: Francisco J. Flores, Junior, Pre-Accountancy.

Pendleton

Straight-A Average: Charla J. Simons, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Nels Swenson, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Bret P. Carter, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Riley A. Kendrick, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Virginia A. Kerns, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Jeneal M. Merriman, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Sam A. Reeves, Senior, Biology.

Nathaniel Rickman, Senior, Kinesiology; Taryn L. Sokoloski, Junior, Speech Communication.

Pilot Rock

3.5 or Better: Kendall L. Walker, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Stanfield

Straight-A Average: Gabriel Rojas, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Lorena Ambriz, Senior, Sociology; Jesus M. Carrillo, Sophomore, Kinesiology.
Umatilla

3.5 or Better: Koty C. Nobles, Sophomore, Psychology; Amy L. Prindle, Junior, Public Health.

Weston

3.5 or Better: Jarett W. Bousquet, Junior, English.

UNION

Cove

3.5 or Better: Taylor J. Boquist, Senior, Horticulture; Hunter D. Lannon, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.

La Grande

3.5 or Better: Jayden F. Christman, Sophomore, Biology; Jerika H. Christman, Junior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Colton S. Dunham, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Dane W. Erickson, Post Baccalaureate, Mechanical Engineering; Hally K. Pridgen, Senior, Applied Visual Arts.
  Luke W. Ridder, Senior, Rangeland Sciences; Wyatt Q. Rodin, Senior, Natural Resources; Sheylan R. Sands, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Ryan D. Shaul, Senior, Forest Engineering; Derek B. Yohannan, Junior, Marketing.

North Powder

3.5 or Better: Peter C. Colton, Senior, Civil Engineering.

WALLOWA

Joseph

3.5 or Better: Myranda M. McFetridge, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Kathy A. Sewell, Junior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Natalie A. Williams, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Lostine

3.5 or Better: Macey K. Frei, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

WASCO

The Dalles


3.5 or Better: Emmanuel Flores, Senior, Civil Engineering; Hannah M. Hinshaw, Junior, Interior Design; Jasmin Huila, Sophomore, Public Health; Kevin E. Keys, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Shanelle D. Smith, Senior, Marketing.
WASHINGTON

Aloha

Straight-A Average: Emma L. Christian, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Breanna M. Gollihugh, Junior, Biology; Kennedi S. Khiev, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Joseph R. Kincaid, Senior, Chemistry; Mrinal Thapliyal, Sophomore, Biology.

Hallie M. Wahlstrom, Junior, Nuclear Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Tori L. Allen, Freshman, Applied Visual Arts; Brook A. Butler, Senior, Apparel Design; Angela A. Carpenter, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Juan C. Flores-Alonso, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Octavia L. Hogaboam, Sophomore, Microbiology.

Drew C. Holbrook, Senior, Management; Trini Kieu, Senior, Kinesiology; Madison J. Knudsen, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Megan J. Knudsen, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Yuliya I. Lunina, Junior, Merchandising Management.

Nicholas Matsumoto, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Stephanie A. Miller, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Max A. Morrow, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Walker R. Neilson, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Devon J. Scheller, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Jonathan D. Schwartz, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Cindy Y. Tam, Junior, Pre-Graphic Design; Andrew H. Tran, Freshman, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Brenda Villanueva, Sophomore, Bioresource Research; Mikayla J. Woiwor, Junior, Sociology.

Banks

Straight-A Average: Ryan D. Chave, Junior, Biology; Jeremy R. Lilly, Junior, Mathematics; Ariel M. Slifka, Sophomore, Microbiology; Aaron D. Streblow, Senior, Bioengineering; Cassilyn E. Streblow, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Mitchell J. Evers, Senior, Crop and Soil Science; Ericka R. Lepschat, Sophomore, Agricultural Sciences; Quinn S. Sinanan Neal, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Zane M. Smith, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Abigail M. Sprute, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Jason P. White, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Beaverton

Straight-A Average: Emilirose C. Ammons, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Madison A. Bauer, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Mackenzie L. Beber, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Joel R. Belsterling, Junior, Mathematics; Aalok A. Borkar, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

Tovey M. Brown, Senior, Civil Engineering; Annie L. Cao, Senior, Microbiology; Kevin Q. Cao-Minh, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; David S. Catherall, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Kathryn P. Chen, Senior, Chemistry.

Jacob M. Cook, Senior, Pre-Bioengineering; Lydia N. Duncan, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Sarah P. Eastwood, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Connor F. Edwards, Junior, Mathematics; Sara M. Emerick, Senior, Sociology.

Dylan K. Erice, Junior, Kinesiology; Olivia A. Fosner, Senior, Management; Olga Gugnyak, Senior, Biology; Matthew Guo, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Omeed A. Habibelahian, Junior, Computer Science.

Paige M. Harris, Senior, Biology; Haley V. Hatfield, Senior, Management; Justin Hua, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Michele J. Huffman, Senior, Forestry; Youta Kashiwa, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.
Claire A. Kiefel, Junior, Biology; Rachel Y. Kim, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Kathleen J. Kittredge, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Shane W. Klumpp, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Lindsay D. Lamont, Sophomore, Nutrition.

Janssen B. Levin, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Emily B. Megaffey, Senior, Public Health; Sonora S. Meiling, Junior, Zoology; Ryan W. Murphy, Sophomore, Economics; Karly A. Nadbornik, Senior, Nutrition.

Elliott J. Nelson, Senior, Political Science; Andrew S. Nesseth, Senior, Finance; Austin D. Nguyen, Senior, Bioresource Research; Brian A. Pebly, Sophomore, Biology; Zoe C. Pement, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Sydney N. Phu, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Sean M. Pitman, Sophomore, Mathematics; Bailey L. Reynolds, Sophomore, Biology; Justin T. Roach, Senior, Accountancy; Evita T. Santos, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Elaine Sim, Senior, Nutrition; Madeleine C. Smith, Sophomore, Anthropology; Zachary N. Stark, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Collin J. Stephens, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Kyler M. Stole, Senior, Computer Science.

Jordan D. Strahl, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Hieu C. Ta, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Camille J. Tollbom, Senior, English; John L. Waczak, Senior, Physics; Zachary Zouyed, Junior, Microbiology.

3.5 or Better: Cesar Aguilera, Sophomore, Pre-Manufacturing Engineering; Lucas A. Ancell, Junior, Pre-General Engineering; Nicole L. Anderson, Junior, Graphic Design; Connor H. Baele, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Bret R. Bailey, Freshman, Horticulture.

Blaine E. Barkley, Sophomore, Political Science; Brent C. Barzler, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Sonya S. Bedge, Junior, Bioresource Research; Elissa M. Bloom, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Tyler N. Boatright, Senior, Nutrition.

Jordan D. Bolt, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Mackenzie K. Brown, Freshman, Pre-Merchandising Management; Dayna M. Carlson, Senior, Pre-Bioengineering; Kendra C. Cheren, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Joan H. Cheung, Senior, Marketing.

Lawton A. Chin, Senior, Bioengineering; Hyun J. Cho, Senior, Biology; Alyssa K. Christiansen, Freshman, Pre-Business; Tayllor A. Christiansen, Freshman, Pre-Business; Lauren E. Coe, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Skylar M. Coelho, Sophomore, Pre-Nuclear Engineering; Casey M. Collins, Senior, Nutrition; Tyler Collins, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Bryce A. Colwell, Sophomore, Biology; Carly A. Conduff, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management.

Ian P. Cook, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; David R. Corbelli, Senior, Computer Science; Nicole L. Corbelli, Senior, Kinesiology; Kendall B. Coushay, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Jamison R. Cozart, Sophomore, Microbiology.

Madeline J. Crutcher, Sophomore, Psychology; Eddie A. Delgado-Padilla, Sophomore, Biology; Abel Dillanes, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Michael E. Divine, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Christian K. Douglass-Yost, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Quinn M. Dudeck, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Bridgett L. Eby, Senior, Liberal Studies; Megan Ellerton, Sophomore, Political Science; Amber B. Eslinger, Senior, Nutrition; Meaghan J. Evans, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management.

Jeremiah P. Everett, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Scott A. Feehan, Senior, Earth Sciences; Jacob L. Fenger, Senior, Computer Science; Michael A. Fernandez, Junior, Natural Resources; Hevani S. Fifita, Sophomore, Philosophy.

Andrew J. Finch, Senior, Business Information Systems; Erin K. Firstman, Sophomore, Pre-Communication; Richard P. Flor, Junior, Psychology; Natalie M. Fowler, Freshman, Pre-Environmental Engineering; Jacob H. Friedman, Freshman, Pre-Business.
Caleb S. Gardner, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Adam J. Garske, Junior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Lauren S. Gastineau, Senior, Pre-Computer Science; Thomas M. Gerendasy, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Haroon K. Gill, Sophomore, Pre-Business Information Sys.

Clarice K. Gilray, Junior, English; Christopher R. Gilroy, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Nicholas D. Giorgini, Junior, Marketing; Sarah H. Gish, Senior, Bioengineering; Jamila Godil, Senior, Microbiology.

Christian J. Goo, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Matthias S. Gorman, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Andrea M. Grillo, Sophomore, Applied Visual Arts; Matthew D. Gross, Senior, Accountancy; Michael A. Guzman, Senior, Finance.

Jeilene N. Hambly, Junior, Biology; Annabelle Hammerberg, Junior, Biology; Katheryn N. Hammond, Freshman, Kinesiology; Samuel Z. Hart-Thompson, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Melanie Ho, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Huy Hoang, Senior, Bioengineering; Tenley R. Holland, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Amelia R. Hookland, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Spencer L. Hops, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Tyler P. Hotan, Senior, Computer Science.

Hannah B. Hyatt, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Gary S. Ito, Senior, Mathematics; Jeremy R. Jacobson, Senior, Bioresource Research; Chloe E. Jagelski, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Cole D. Jones, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

Sr Kanna, Senior, Computer Science; Emaan M. Khan, Senior, Microbiology; Rachel E. Kieffer, Senior, Kinesiology; Melissa C. Kiersey, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Jane Kim, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Jeann N. Kluempke, Junior, Marketing; Gemma K. Kmetz-Gonzalez, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering; Cameron R. Kocher, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Kenneth Y. Koga, Junior, Chemistry; Nikita N. Lal, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering.

Bryce A. Laperle, Junior, Accountancy; Bradley M. Lauziere, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; David H. Le, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Janet W. Li, Junior, Biology; Sean G. Lieberson, Junior, Sociology.

Leda Liko, Sophomore, Biology; Andrew J. Linnemann, Senior, Mathematics; Siana Liti, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Branden M. Luey, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Nhi H. Luu, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Tyler S. Martens, Senior, Civil Engineering; Ryley J. Martin, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Angel Martinez, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering; Cassidy L. Mcdonald, Junior, Pre-Communication; Carissa G. McGaffey, Junior, Public Health.

Braxton J. McMullen-Adair, Freshman, Music; Braydon R. Meeuwsen, Senior, Microbiology; Tristan Meeuwsen, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Anna Y. Mikami, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Jesse M. Moore, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Enthanu M. Moos, Junior, Pre-Business; Zachary A. Morgan, Sophomore, Biology; Anita C. Muhly, Senior, Civil Engineering; Malieheh Nasirzadeh Ashghani, Sophomore, Biology; Lucas G. Neff, Senior, Natural Resources.

Karen M. Nguyen, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Lisa T. Nguyen, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Steven Nguyen, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Van B. Nguyen, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Taylor M. Nickel, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Giselle M. Northy, Senior, Economics; Samantha B. Otis, Senior, Merchandising Management; Ryan M. Packan, Freshman, Pre-Accountancy; Hema Susmita Padala, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Ryan A. Parker, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Davin L. Pease, Junior, Kinesiology; Victoria C. Pence, Senior, Spanish; Bianca I. Peters, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Zachery B. Pittmon, Freshman, Pre-Business; Devon A. Polacek, Senior, Public Health.

Madison K. Quilici-Huegel, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Zachary A. Rabin, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Treva B. Rice, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Bianca R. Robison, Sophomore, Psychology; Katarina J. Rodak, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.
Nathan M. Rubin, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jordan C. Runstein, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Melissa A. Salmeri, Senior, Psychology; Victoria L. Sanstrum, Senior, Political Science; Brennan M. Scott, Junior, Graphic Design.

Jade O. Sentker, Sophomore, Biology; Anna-Liisa I. Sepp, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Lucy J. Shaffer, Senior, Bioresource Research; Ward Shalash, Senior, Bioengineering; Arthur Shing, Senior, Computer Science.

Jonathan Shurygin, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Quinn A. Smith, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Josiah P. Snyder, Sophomore, Pre-Business Information Sys; Tristan S. Sommers, Senior, Pre-Bioengineering; James Sonu, Junior, General Science.

Matthew T. Staropoli, Senior, Biology; Cyra Joy C. Steenkolk, Junior, Pre-Forest/Civil Engineering; Logan S. Takemoto, Freshman, Microbiology; Benjamin A. Tellin, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Melissa A. Tensa, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Shawn L. Thean, Senior, Business Information Systems; Claudine M. Thomassians, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Andy Tsai, Junior, Microbiology; Eli B. Twain, Senior, Marketing; Maranim Uth, Freshman, Biology.

Todd A. Van Hess, Junior, Business Administration; William G. Van Horn, Sophomore, Political Science; Ciara N. Vogel, Senior, Liberal Studies; Allissandra L. Vu, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Tienhung T. Vu, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Chethiya Weligodapola, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Laura M. White, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Hayato Yokoyama, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; James Zeng, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

Buxton

3.5 or Better: Amy N. Hilger, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Cornelius

Straight-A Average: Joelle D. Hepler, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Sara Kerr, Senior, Nutrition.

3.5 or Better: Joshua D. Friend, Senior, Recreation Resource Management; Jerome J. Lux, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Edward Miranda, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Faviola Padilla Miranda, Senior, Marketing.

Forest Grove

Straight-A Average: Emilia M. Anderson, Senior, Kinesiology; Michael T. Burke, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Kiersten L. Stevens, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Whitney K. Thaler, Sophomore, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Ronald D. Thompson, Sophomore, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Kenneth G. Balsiger, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Courtney R. Bristow, Sophomore, Biology; Auston L. Clemens, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Tate C. de Sully, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Joseph D. Fischer, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Brian W. Gietzen, Senior, Sociology; Dylan M. Haugen, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Andrew M. O'Donnell, Junior, Zoology; Miguel Paniagua Rodriguez, Senior, Kinesiology; Keigan V. Pesenti, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Jessica M. Steigerwald, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Ethan C. Thursam, Junior, Economics; Noah A. Wilson-Fey, Senior, Psychology; Jose E. Zarco Rodriguez, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Ethan C. Zimmerman, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Gaston
Straight-A Average: Alyssa L. Andrew, Junior, Nutrition.

3.5 or Better: Carmen G. Aranda-Garcia, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Joshua E. Cohrs, Senior, Marketing; Haylie R. Davis, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Abraham M. Diaz, Junior, Pre-Business; Amber M. Meeks, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Austin B. Morey, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering.

Hillsboro

Straight-A Average: Morgan K. Aase, Junior, Kinesiology; Katherine R. Bodner, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Joseph I. Bonneau, Sophomore, Liberal Studies; Eytan Brodsky, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Anna T. Burton, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Nicholas C. Carleson, Senior, Bioresource Research; Emily M. Ellis, Senior, Biology; Tayler R. Fitzsimmons, Junior, Biology; Joseph J. Hebert, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Nicholas R. Heck, Senior, Kinesiology.

Caleb Inman, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Justin B. Inman, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Michael D. Kupperman, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Khiem C. Lam, Senior, Bioresource Research; Noah J. McDaniel, Junior, Pre-Industrial Engineering.

Samuel A. McKay, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Nicholas L. Milford, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Lauren T. Roof, Junior, Pre-Environmental Engineering; Samantha M. Roof, Senior, Bioresource Research; Mason N. Rouches, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Haley A. Shelton, Senior, Accountancy; Madison N. Staub, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Kenneth W. Truong, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

3.5 or Better: Craig L. Abbott, Senior, Psychology; Sara L. Amacker, Freshman, Pre-Business; Rachel M. Benton, Senior, Zoology; Ryan J. Boleen, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Sabrina M. Bradshaw, Senior, Sociology.

Jeremy J. Chu, Senior, Biology; Isabelle K. Cisco, Senior, Pre-Public Health; Zachariah A. Connor, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jason W. Conradt, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Richard W. Cunard, Senior, Computer Science.

Jennah M. Curfman, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Alexandria DiPasquale, Senior, English; Raj D. Doshi, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Brennan P. Douglas, Junior, Physics; Tara E. Dunn, Senior, Natural Resources.

Michael Z. Eclevia, Freshman, Music; Madeline E. Edmonds, Freshman, Sociology; Quentin H. Engel, Senior, History; Rebekah M. Feldhaus, Junior, Economics; Austin R. Finster, Junior, Pre-Forestry.

Alexjanna F. Fisher, Junior, Natural Resources; Dominique K. Flazer, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Marissa L. Fleskes, Sophomore, Nutrition; Taylor R. Frank, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Kaylen C. Gibbens, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology.

Alexandra C. Giza, Senior, Economics; Brittney Graham, Senior, Animal Sciences; Connor J. Grover, Freshman, Pre-Management; Alexis J. Hakkila, Freshman, Kinesiology; Joshua W. Hathaway, Senior, Speech Communication.

Katrina A. Hiebel, Senior, Zoology; Matthew S. Hochhaus, Junior, Pre-Business; Rebecca L. Holland, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Megan C. Ikin, Senior, Management; Michael Jensen, Senior, Microbiology.

Zachary D. Johnson, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Kailee N. Kemp, Junior, Animal Sciences; Carissa L. Kern, Junior, Art; Marissa L. Lambert, Freshman, Kinesiology; Evan R. Leglar, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Nicole M. Lemieux, Senior, Political Science; Christina Y. Lew, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; James Y. Luo, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Prowshchal Mahato, Junior, Biology; Rachel Meeuwsen, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering.
Shadrach C. Mont, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Cole C. Motheral, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Marisa J. Nichols, Freshman, Pre-Business; James D. O'Neal, Senior, Computer Science; Christopher J. Phillips, Freshman, Psychology.

Holly N. Phillips, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Ronald B. Rabe, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Tyler M. Rabe, Freshman, Kinesiology; Gabriel S. Reinoehl, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Marquis T. Richardson, Freshman, Biology.

Kendra B. Ristad, Senior, Political Science; Brooke T. Rose, Freshman, Music; Miles V. Rouches, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Collin I. Ruark, Senior, Chemistry; Alexander K. Sanford, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Berend B. Schaefer, Senior, Business Administration; Anamaria Schier, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Matthew D. Schramm, Senior, English; Maggie M. Stout, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Taylor S. Teng, Senior, Public Health.

Valerie H. Thai, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Jose D. Toledo, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jeremy E. Tolonen, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Kimberly L. Toro, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Derek T. Trinh, Freshman, Biology.

Marcus S. Trinidad, Junior, Political Science; Luis E. Velasquez, Senior, Kinesiology; Tiana S. Week, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Eric J. Wren, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Lindy Yoder, Senior, Horticulture.

Thomas H. Zynda, Freshman, Pre-Public Health.

King City

3.5 or Better: Joshua S. Bell, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Lucia R. Gregson, Sophomore, Merchandising Management; DrewAnna D. Kerkering, Junior, Business Information Systems.

North Plains

Straight-A Average: Justine X. Deisher, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Nathaniel D. Trobough, Senior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

3.5 or Better: Christiana R. Logan, Senior, Nutrition; Bradford L. Miller, Senior, Finance; Katlyn I. Packard, Senior, Marketing.

Sherwood

Straight-A Average: Allison M. Albee, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Hayden J. Brundage, Senior, Pre-Nuclear Engineering; Tanner S. Cecchetti, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Kylie B. Cleveland, Senior, Psychology; Alan J. Danz, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Savanna M. Davis, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jeffrey A. Dhas, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Marissa A. Downing, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Richard P. Fettig, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Stephanie J. Marshall, Senior, Chemistry.

Emma P. Muller, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jacob A. Newton, Sophomore, Renewable Materials; Shyann J. Pfarr, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Sean H. Powell, Senior, Business Information Systems; Natalie C. Roe, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Nicholas W. Rowlands, Senior, Accountancy; Kelsie M. Rust, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Rylan J. Thomas, Sophomore, Pre-Finance; Simone E. Vachon, Senior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Sabrina R. Adams, Junior, Pre-Business; Tanna M. Baggenstos, Freshman, Kinesiology; Katherine M. Barnes, Sophomore, Psychology; Jessica L. Barrott, Junior, English; Kennedy C. Benitez, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.
Kolbe P. Boorn, Junior, Biology; Robert S. Cain, Freshman, Kinesiology; Alexander J. Castaneda, Senior, Finance; Sarah L. Childers, Senior, Business Administration; Jacob A. Church, Junior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt.

Nicholas S. Clarke, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Sarah E. Cushing, Junior, Business Information Systems; Nicholas J. Dailey, Senior, Civil Engineering; Michael M. Diegel, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Emily S. Edmunds, Junior, Interior Design.

Madisen N. Fiarito, Junior, Marketing; Keaton R. Flannery, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Gage A. Fuller, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Nicholas L. Gardetto, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Annie M. Govig, Senior, Kinesiology.

April A. Hiland, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Hannah T. Huntington, Senior, Biology; Jamie E. Kimura, Junior, Pre-Public Health; Brisbane A. McDonald, Junior, Business Administration; Fabriel Nguyen, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Christiana M. Niebel, Sophomore, Zoology; Natalie B. Oakley, Sophomore, Anthropology; Kyle S. Petersen, Freshman, Pre-Business; Lyndi-Rae E. Petty, Senior, Biology; Brooke A. Pickering, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health.

Andrew Rice, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Anna M. Roth, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management; Michael C. Schaefler, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Anthony A. Sherwood, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Trinity E. Shodin, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.


Abigail G. Towslee, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Joshua M. Trout, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jacob C. Volkman, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Ellie G. Waker, Senior, Athletic Training; Hailey R. Woold, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

Katlyn M. Wolord, Sophomore, Merchandising Management.

Tigard

Straight-A Average: Drake L. Anderson, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Nolen H. Austin, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Matt Carroll, Freshman, Pre-Business; Austin M. Carsh, Junior, Political Science; Jorie L. Casey, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Sierra F. Christianson, Senior, Pre-Business; Madison Collin, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Heather L. Corello, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Nathanael C. Ditton, Senior, Political Science; Lukas J. Dumestre, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Tatiana R. Dyler, Freshman, Pre-Business; Joseph H. Edgerton, Sophomore, Biology; Alexander S. Eisenhauer, Sophomore, Physics; Brandon J. Garcia, Freshman, Kinesiology; Mary M. Graham, Sophomore, Food Science and Technology.

Stephanie A. Hughes, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Kangni Jiang, Senior, Civil Engineering; Ji Won Kang, Senior, Biology; Lauren J. Kerr, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Natasha A. Kvaale, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science.

Austin R. Lassetter, Senior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Isabella R. Lewis, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Jessie T. Li, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Cassie R. Owen, Post Baccalaureate, Education; Blake A. Reser, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering.

Tristan M. Retzlaff, Senior, Microbiology; Shanna N. Roast, Senior, Art; Megan E. Robinson, Freshman, Kinesiology; Amy N. Roluffs, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Naomi K. Sakaguchi, Junior, Animal Sciences.

Sarah E. Schaffer, Senior, Pre-Public Health; Delaney K. Shea, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering; Noah S. Shumway, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Chase D. Stubblefield, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Evelynne I. Suen, Senior, Physics.
Zackery G. Vollstedt, Junior, Kinesiology; Madeline L. Welch, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Nathaniel J. Wisler, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Kathryn L. Withrow, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Lauren A. Young, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Ernest-James B. Albaugh, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Marwah A. Al-Jilani, Senior, Political Science; Maribeth J. Allen, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Janie C. Anderson, Junior, Music; Ashley B. Arellano, Freshman, Pre-Communication.

Tate A. Bankston, Senior, Civil Engineering; Cheyenne N. Barber, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Tyler F. Barrett, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Nathan R. Bauer, Senior, Psychology; Daniel A. Baumgartner, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts.

Brianna A. Bodea, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Blair E. Bowmer, Senior, Music; Nicholas S. Brown, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Lauren R. Bryant, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Natalie C. Bryant, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Hayley B. Campbell, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Taylor L. Campbell, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Erik Chi, Freshman, Economics; Ryan M. Cleveland, Senior, Accountancy; Tianna L. Coburn, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Nina A. Coleman, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alexandra N. Connall, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Kevin P. Connelly, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Madeleine E. Connolly, Junior, Anthropology; Evan W. Davis, Senior, Bioengineering.

Devin D. Distant, Junior, Pre-Business; Collin K. Dorsett, Senior, Computer Science; Allen Dysart, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Alexa B. Elliot, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Catherine M. Enger, Senior, Kinesiology.

Josef L. Fishback, Junior, Business Information Systems; Michael J. Galluzzo, Freshman, Pre-Marketing; Jacob A. Garrison, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Lena K. Greene, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Emily J. Groh, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Jackson L. Hale, Freshman, Pre-Business; Austin H. Hallam, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Sara E. Heitzhausen, Junior, Public Health; Benjamin D. Hidalgo, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Natalie M. Hughes, Sophomore, Merchandising Management.

Tera L. Hurst, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Brandon M. Irving, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Jennifer C. Jacko, Senior, Accountancy; Emma J. Jackola, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Michael H. Jansen, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Tristan C. Jong, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Rachel Josephson, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Debbie B. Kim, Senior, Microbiology; Peyton L. King, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Antonio N. Lang, Senior, Earth Sciences.

Brandon M. Lee, Senior, Computer Science; Johnathan V. Lee, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Gillian Q. Leslie, Junior, Kinesiology; Katie J. Lewis, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Megan E. Liles, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

Harrison H. Liu, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Anna M. Lyall, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Johanna J. Malafouris, Sophomore, Merchandising Management; Bailey Marshall, Freshman, Pre-Business; Ryan A. Maza, Sophomore, Political Science.

Rebecca L. Mc Dade, Senior, Psychology; Ashley C. Melancon, Senior, Natural Resources; Hayden D. Mitchell, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Kathryn P. Motta, Junior, Merchandising Management; Elizabeth E. Moxley, Sophomore, Pre-Accountancy.

Kelcy M. Mullaly, Senior, Kinesiology; Madeline B. Mullins, Junior, Management; Alexandra R. Nash, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Sabrina M. Nasser, Sophomore, Pre-Marketing; Laurel M. Nave-Powers, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Cody V. Nhem, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Ariel M. Niemela, Junior, Graphic Design; Emma L. Nihill, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Madeline C. O'Billovich, Junior, Pre-Business; Kayla A. Obrien, Senior, Marketing.
Jacob T. O'Brien, Junior, Finance; Mackenzie M. O'Loughlin, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Shannon N. Pastori, Sophomore, Psychology; Sophia G. Peterson, Junior, Graphic Design; Caroline B. Pham, Senior, Biology.

Jake E. Pietrok, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Hannah N. Portwood, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Mark W. Priaulx, Junior, Pre-Business; Sinan A. Raja, Junior, Pre-Business; Rachel D. Ramirez, Senior, Management.

Rebecca A. Ramirez, Sophomore, Public Health; Shane H. Rasor, Senior, Accountancy; Agnes C. Rehr-Zimmermann, Junior, Recreation Resource Management; Ian B. Roberts, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Abigail N. Robinson, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Jillian M. Robinson, Sophomore, Public Health; Shane H. Rasor, Senior, Accountancy; Raney J. Roche, Freshman, Kinesiology; Andrew D. Roluffs, Senior, Finance; Kevin J. Rooney, Senior, Music; Tyler D. Rosette, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Gloria E. Ruiz-Orozco, Sophomore, Bioresource Research; Kiara C. Sadler, Senior, Public Health; Andrew C. Sanders, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; John W. Schaer, Senior, Finance; Katlyn R. Schaer, Freshman, Biology.

Ryan W. Schaffer, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Chandler N. Simich, Senior, Accountancy; Tyler A. Snyder, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Summer A. Sorenson, Sophomore, English; Megan B. Tait, Senior, Finance.

Margaret R. Taylor, Junior, Graphic Design; Kate E. Thresher, Freshman, Music; Angela D. Tran, Junior, Biology; Daniel S. Trinh, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Nathaniel S. Ung, Senior, Pre-Bioengineering.

Nicholas M. Varnum, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Annette P. Vo-Tran, Senior, Biology; Kaitlyn N. Waldron, Sophomore, Psychology; Marilyn A. Wallenburn, Senior, English; Benjamin A. Wick, Senior, Computer Science.

Rebecca M. Wick, Sophomore, Biology.

Tualatin

Straight-A Average: Jonathon M. Chung, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Madison I. Cochran, Senior, Kinesiology; LilyAna C. Folk, Junior, Biology; Brittany N. Park, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Lilly A. Price, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Markus R. Woltjer, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Chantelle A. Adams, Junior, Biology; Shane H. Andersen, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Makenzie R. Atwood, Junior, Psychology; Cole D. Austin, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Bobbie R. Beyer, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Jamie Marie A. Boryska, Senior, Kinesiology; Timothy R. Bourque, Senior, Finance; Patricia M. Brashear, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Alexander M. Bruce, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Jesse S. Chick, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

Brooklyn A. Cochran, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Kaitlyn R. Crisp, Freshman, Pre-Business; Nicholas R. Cross, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Nathan K. Cuperus, Senior, Anthropology; Taylor D. Edmondson, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Lindsey G. Ferguson, Senior, Zoology; Rigel S. Flora, Senior, Radiation Health Physics; Casey R. Furlong, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Michael L. Haffner, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Conor D. Harris, Junior, Exercise and Sport Science.

Hanna R. Heilig, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Justin C. Hockett, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Sydney T. Ito, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Michael S. Jolibois, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Danielle Lacy, Senior, Food Science and Technology.

David M. Lamb, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Jason L. Lemieux, Senior, Accountancy; McKenzie E. Lester, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Emily Myers, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Rose A. Newberry, Senior, Bioengineering.
Sofia C. Ortiz, Freshman, Pre-Accountancy; Elizabeth M. Parker, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Oliver J. Price, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering; Sean M. Satterwhite, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Brenden S. Slaughter, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.

Nicholas A. Steele, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Jared M. Tence, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Andrew W. Toth, Senior, Economics; Hannelore S. Wrahtz, Freshman, Pre-Business.

WHEELER

Fossil

3.5 or Better: Charles M. Palazo, Senior, Industrial Engineering.

YAMHILL

Amity

Straight-A Average: Lea M. Hudson, Senior, Animal Sciences; Dana E. Louderback, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Lindsay M. McShane, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Derek J. Ojua, Senior, Forest Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Troy R. Cole, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Cassi R. Hill, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jacob R. Peterson, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Katelyn M. Prince, Sophomore, Biology.

Carlton

Straight-A Average: Mariah A. Schock, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Shuman A. White, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering.

Dayton

Straight-A Average: Hannah P. Solorzano, Senior, Computer Science.

3.5 or Better: Joanna J. Kubes, Senior, Agricultural Business Management; Cody L. Lamont, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Isabella K. Montelongo, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Dundee

Straight-A Average: Derek J. Harber, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Matthew A. Olney, Senior, Civil Engineering; Hannah R. Smith, Junior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Grant D. Elsner, Senior, Management; Christopher M. Fox, Junior, Pre-Forestry; Bailey C. Jackson, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Connor J. Lambert, Sophomore, History; Alicia M. Stevenson, Junior, Merchandising Management.

Lafayette

Straight-A Average: Cody B. Malick, Senior, Computer Science.
3.5 or Better: Erin R. Allison, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Lizeth Carranza, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Lance C. Umagat, Senior, Computer Science.

McMinnville

Straight-A Average: Thomas J. Madden, Senior, Earth Sciences; Melissa J. Myers, Junior, Public Health; Molly A. Olsen, Senior, Biology; Jessica L. Perry, Senior, Nutrition.

3.5 or Better: Travis E. Allen, Senior, Finance; Trystan M. Bartley, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Ann Marie Bernards, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Dana R. Booth, Senior, Horticulture; Andrew C. Bowers, Senior, Computer Science.

Martin A. Cortes, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Anne-Marie H. Eggers, Senior, Merchandising Management; Isaac M. Friday, Senior, Pre-Forest Engineering; Giovanni W. Galvez, Junior, Kinesiology; Santiago Garfias-Miranda, Senior, Digital Communication Arts.

Samuel A. Hanson-Richter, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Marika C. Huffer, Sophomore, Psychology; Erica M. Johnson, Senior, Accountancy; Adam B. Kiff, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Rachel A. Legard, Senior, Mathematics.

Carly K. Loving, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Haley P. Madland, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Scott Mc Cabe, Post Baccalaureate, Horticulture; Kelly J. Miller, Senior, Merchandising Management; Jason L. Molinaro, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Renee C. Myers, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Ariana Rabette, Senior, Public Health; Amanda N. Ricker, Junior, Psychology; Erik A. Rodriguez-Sánchez, Senior, Microbiology; Bijoux L. Schoner, Senior, Ecological Engineering.

Lillian R. Ulloa, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Brianna C. Williams, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Stephanie L. Wilson, Senior, Kinesiology; Corey S. Worledge, Senior, Biology.

Newberg

Straight-A Average: Claire E. Boenisch, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Mikayla K. Farr, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Margaret A. Halstead, Senior, Crop and Soil Science; Marjorie M. Halstead, Senior, Nutrition; Trevor M. Spear, Junior, Computer Science.

3.5 or Better: Solomon N. Allen, Senior, Political Science; Isabel L. Bridges, Freshman, Pre-Business; Madison A. Caldwell, Junior, Public Health; Ercoli M. Crugnale, Junior, Philosophy; Sabrina M. Denton, Junior, Biology.

Hayden J. Ferrell, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Colin D. Gardner, Freshman, Pre-Marketing; Camryn N. Kimberly, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Colten L. Lemos, Junior, Pre-Radiation Health Physics; Lindsay D. Louis, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Braden J. Milroy, Freshman, Pre-Business; Alex G. Radcliffe, Junior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Kevin T. Roth, Junior, Management; Colin J. Schulz, Sophomore, History; Travis K. Seevers, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Savannah N. Stanton, Senior, Renewable Materials; Amanda M. Steele, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kylen A. Tromblay, Senior, Microbiology; Naivit C. Velazquez Sereno, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Cassie A. Weber, Junior, Animal Sciences.

Eric J. Wilson, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Sheridan

3.5 or Better: Kaylynn J. Chrisman, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Kayla A. Grindy, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Tyler L. Heidt, Junior, Kinesiology.
Willamina

Straight-A Average: Cheyanne E. Fasana, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Yamhill

3.5 or Better: Olivia R. Cheser, Sophomore, Music.